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USFL Drafts Shield

TCAC Trouble:
Greenland Resigns; Fiscal Mismanagement
by John Shiffman
Production Editor

is?

Trinity's Joe Shield '85 was selected by the New Jersey Generals
January 3rd. Please see Tuesday Afternoon, page 19.

Brunch Fociisses On Falashas
by Ellen Garrity
News Editor

The plight of Falashas (Ethiopian Jews) was the subject of a
brunch sponsored by Hillel and the
Jewish Community Center of
Greater Hartford last Sunday.
Jack Speigel spoke at the brunch
and brought with him a slide presentation narrated by Leonard Nimoy entitled "The Falashas: Bring
Us Home." Speigel, a member of
Temple Beth Israel in West Hartford, has been involved in "Operation Moses", a secret effort to aid

the Falashas emigrate from Ethiopia to Israel. The brunch was organized by Marc Rashba, a
sophomore who recently travelled
to Israel to work with Falashas in
an absorption center. (All Israeli
emigres are sent to absorption
centers where they are introduced
to Israeli culture.)
Before the work of "Operation
Moses" was disclosed to the public, Falashas had to walk from
Ethiopia to Sudan where a refugee
camp with 2 million black refugees
is located. Once the Falashas were
found, they were registered and
taken to Israel from Sudan. Upon
continued on page 3

TCAC president Mark Greenland has resigned amid charges of
fiscal mismanagement and council
dissension.
According to SGA Budget Committee Chairman Phil O'Brien the
alternative social organization
spent over $33,500 on events last
semester. TCAC's proposed buget
for 1984-1985 had been set at
$82,000 leaving TCAC with no
available funds 'or the remainder
ol the ai"uii mil ;, t\u\

$p jMi$wgl
thafr'Sph'ng"
Weekend is not in jeopardy — the
student government has set aside
$10,000 for the May bash. However, TCAC members are saying
privately that a Spring Weekend
budget of $10,000 is unrealistic.
"AH remaining 1985 TCAC
events must be approved by the
Budget Committee," said O'Brien,
"and must show a definite attempt
at a profit motive."
"I sat down with Mark at the
end of September and we discussed TCAC's budget for the
year. At that point TCAC's expenses had already reached the
$14,000 mark. That number does
reflect some bills left over from
the Spring semester."
"How we spent that kind of
money is beyond me," commented
one TCAC board member, "I never
realized we had been that extrav-

agant with our funds."
Even had TCAC doubled its 1984
first semester revenues (funds collected at the door of TCAC events),
the organizaztion would have had
only $7000 left for this semester.
"Mark wrote all the checks," said
the committee member who asked
to remain anonymous, "our treasurer, Claire Capeci, never saw any
of the expenditures."
"Mark's entire life was TCAC,"
said sophomore class representative Tyler Barnes, "it's the kind of
work that he would like to pursue
later in his career. TCAC is not
t'.H^'.'ctfid to broak even, that's virtually impossible."
Freshman class representative
Kashia Daly agreed: "We have to
spend at least between $500 and
$1200 to get a decent band, $150
for security, $150 for beer, $100
for alternative beverages, $100 for
contracted band services and then
about $150 for sound. The cheapest TCAC can put on a dance is
for a little over $1000."
"We can't be expected to break
even," said Barnes, "our purpose
is t3' provide an alternative form
of entertainment to Trinity students."
O'Brien pointed out that TCAC
sponsored eleven events budgeted
at over $1000 "not to mention
loads of six, seven and eight
hundred dollar events. The cheerleaders made $500 one night and
the ski team made about $1000 at
one dance."
"Sure, you can spend $75 on a

dee-jay and we realize you can
make money on it," said Daly, "but
you can't rely on that kind of revenue all the time. People tire of
that sort of entertainment quickly
and the reputation of the sponsor
is weakened."
Apparently entertainment inflation coupled with a reduced budget
(Barnes reported the second term
budget of last year at $29,000)
added to TCAC's budgetary woes.
"Our budget was reduced at the
same time music industry prices
were rising by almost one-third,"
said Barnes.
"For a dance to break even it
would have to draw about 350 peopJa at two dollars a shot. That
means that one-quarter of Trinity's entire population would have
to show up. That's pretty hard to
do."
But TCAC's problems are not all
money-related.
•
At least one member of the board
claims that Greenland ran TCAC
virtually automonously. "All we
did was set-up and clean up events,
and I'm sure the executive board
did even less."
There are also allegations of a
conflict'of interest conerning the
selection of bands. Apparently,
TCAC's music advisor, Dan Moalli,
also promoted several local acts in
Connecticut. "I'm sure that guy
made plenty off TCAC this semester," claimed the anonymous
source, "I found it unethical."
continued on page 3

Professor of History

Norton Downs, 1918-1985
Norton Downs, professor of history at Trinity College and a wellloved classroom teacher, died January 11 at Hartford Hospital. He .
was 66.
A specialist in medieval history
and the Crusades, Downs came to
Trinity in 1950. He was known for
his insistence on learning the basic
tools of research and scholarship,
as well as his sardonic wit. Many
of his students went on to pursue
careers in medieval history.
Fellow-historian Eugene Davis
characterized his colleague as "the
master of the discussion group.
Downs was always open to considering all the aspects of a problem."
Trinity president James F. Eng. lish Jr. said, "The loss of Professor
Downs will be deeply felt on our
campus. As scholar, teacher, and
friend, he held a special place in
the hearts of many generations of
Trinity students."
A native of Philadelphia, Downs
earned his undergraduate and doctoral degrees from the University

of Pennsylvania, and served in the
U.S. Navy from 1942-1946, attaining the rank of lieutenant.
He was the author and editor of
numerous works in medieval history, including the widely-used
textbook, Basic Documents of Medieval History. He was also treasurer of The Medieval Academy of
America.
Downs was a leading authority
on the 19th century novelist Sir
Walter Scott, and lectured on
Scott here and abroad. In 1979, he
gave Trinity his impressive collection of .Scott's letters, papers, and
first editions. The collection, one
of the best in the country, is housed in the Medieval Studies Room
of the Trinity library. The elaborate furnishings for the room were
provided by Downs' former students.
A college oarsman himself,
Downs was for many years faculty
adviser to the crew 'team and was
a founder of The Friends of trinity
Rowing. In 1964, he and another

crew founder were honored by the
establishment of the Mason-Downs
Cup awarded to the winner of the
annual race between Trinity and
the University of Massachusetts.
A long-time resident of Canton
Center, he was a member of the
Canton Land Trust and the Democratic town Committee. He wsa
former vestryman at Trinity Episcopal Church in Hartford and Collinsville, former secretary of the
Watkinson School, and an elector
of the Wadsworth Atheneum. He
was a member of the American
Historical Association.
He is survived by his wife, Marguerite Lindsay Downs of Canton
Center; three children, N. Thompson Downs of Unionville, Lindsay
Downs • of Plainville, and Alice
Downs of New York City; his
mother, Mrs. Edward W. Madiera,
Jr. of Wayne, PA; and three
grandchildren.

Cited

Norton Downs
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NNOUNCEMENTS
Calendar
Tuesday Wed 23rd
January 22, 1985

Today
World Affairs
The World Affairs Association is
having a meeting tonight at 7pm
in the Jackson/Wheaton bridge. All
old and new members are encouraged to attend.

You Must
Attend this week's Tripod assignment meeting. Editors will be
present to discuss next issue's articles and photos. Please stop by
and contribute. 7pm at World.
Headquaters, Jackson basement.

Urban Studies
Do you have interest in cities or in
government planning? How can we
make the places we live more "livable?"
The Urban Studies Program is
sponsoring an informal panel and
discussion of careers in the field of
urban planning and urban studies.
Three career professionals will discuss their workand different career options and, directions.
Anyone interested in these areas
is encouraged to attend. 3:30pm
Alumni Lounge, MCC. Refreshments will be served.

Cfnesfudfo

Jesters Meet
The Jesters will meet at 4pm, in
the Green Room, AAC to discuss
plans for this semester. Anyone interested in being involved with the
student theatre season should at-"
tend. Bring ideas; bring friends.

Bidding Deadline
Seniors planning to bid on interviews through February 1 must do
so today. Please note Careers on
this page for a list of recruiters
who will be on campus next week.

New Theatre Faculty
The Department of Theatre and
Dance invites you to a reception
for Balwant Gargi, Director-inResidence this Spring. Professor
Gargi is a noted director and
playwright in India and the author of several books on Indian
theatre. Please stop by and say
hello in Garmany Hall at 4:15pm.

Thur24th

Note
Scholarship

Summer

The Financial Aid Office is accepting applications for the Greater
Hartford Ad Club's annual $1000
scholarship. Students must be juniors or seniors who are planning a
career in advertising or a related
field such as art, writing, marketing, journalism, public relations,
etc. Academic achievement and financial need will be considered.
See Financial Aid for application.
Deadline: March 1, 1985.

Aetna will interview Sophomores
and Juniors for their College Intern Program on January 31 in the
Career Counseling Office. Although specific duties have not
been identified, a general description of the program is available to
help you with a cover letter and
resume. Submit a transcript, resume and cover letter to the Office
by January 29, 4:30pm.

Free University
The Trinity Free University will
be in session this semester. All students, faculty and staff are encouraged to teach a. class on a topic of
personal interest. Prospective topics include: automotive repair,
beer-making, Japanese cooking,
hair cutting, Middle East discussion group and' knitting. Please
submit class descriptions to Box
976.

ENROLL IN THE

BOATING
COURSE

Fraternity
Their will be an IFC meeting at
9:30pm in the Cathedral Lourj^e.
Elections for the Spring semester
will ho held The public is invited
to attend.

Wednesday & Thurs.
Dawn of the Dead (NR) 7:S0
(1979) "...one of the best horror
films ever made — and one of the
most horrifying," said critic Roger
Ebert. This tense story of flesheating zombies and their four terrified victims is effectivley laced
with some gruesome humor. 126
min

Friday & Saturday
Play it Again Sam (PG) 7:30
(1972) One of Woody Allen's best
films, a comedy-fantasy. about a
forlorn hero who tries to score using the Bogart formula. 86 min.
The Razor's Edge (PG-13) 9:10
(1984) In a daring departure from
his usual comic parts, Bill Murray
assumes a more serious role in this
modern adaptation of W. Somerset Maugham's novel. An American expatriate traumatized by his
experience as an ambulance driver
in World War I struggles to reconcile his romantic attachments
with his larger search for a new
faith in life. ISO min.

Hey Cutie!
Personals are free! Send your note
to Box 1310 by Friday, 5pm. Be
concise and polite.

Wanted
Artistic, sensitive farmer. Mel Gibsonish. Contact "Looking for Mel"
through Tripod box. Send photos
please

House Prospective
Students
If you are interested in housing
perspective Freshmen, contact
Melissa .at 249-3340 or Box 133.

Teaching
The National Teacher's Placement
Agency has information regarding
openings in all fifity ststes and
abroad. Write for more: Box 5231
Portland, Oregon 97208.

The TRINITY TRIPOD is
published weekly on Tuesday, except vacations, during
the academic year. Student
subscriptions are included in
the student activities fee;
other subscriptions are
S15.00 per year. The TRINITY TRIPOD is printed by
Imprint, Inc., West Hartford, CT. and published at
Trinity College, Hartford,
CT. Advertising rates are
S3.00 per column inch,
$30,00 per eighth page and
$55,00 per quarter page.

VI*:
!S irawbridge >V. C'|f>thu"A'wifmiie Network
1/29:
Arthur Andrrtutt A: Co.
MasF Mutual)/ilc InsjrancM o.
l'3O:
U.A
Aetna Ii'.JV WHI Ci tt 'iUr'.
1.31:
CIA
2<"l:
I/in it. lJreifin
f'or.n. Spfi.rjini- hivep'.muiil
Corp
Pri'"e

Women's Aerobics

These sessions are open to all students. They provide a valuable
means to learning more about an
industry and the employment o'pportunties therein.
,
1/22:
Proctor & Gamble 6pm, Hilton
Hotel
1/24:
West Point Pepperel! 4pm, New
Lounge
Chubb & Son 7pm, New Lounge
1/27:
Strawbridge & Clothier 7pm, Alumni Lounge •

There's a slim new you hiding under those unwanted pounds. You
can lone 10-30 pounds THIS
MONTH! Guaranteed results with
safe, proven formula. Send only
$39 (check or money order) for 4
weeks supply, to: Carter Associates, PO Box 697 Hermosa Beach,
CA 90254. '

Emergency
Phone:
522-6557
for
emergencies
only.
After regular

business
hours and
on ...
weekends

Packets for the position of Coordinator/Assistant for the 1985-86
academic year are available in the
Office of Residential Services. The
application deadline is February
22.

12-College Exchange
Any students who are interested
in the 12-College Exchange for the
Fall Semester 1985 or Spring Semester 1988 may pick up.an application form in the Registrar's
Office. The deadline for returning
the'application is February 10.

Safe Boating
The Hartford Power Squadron is
offering free courses in Basic
Boating. Classes begin in early
February. Call 242-6587.

'•'4- •; * «

Call
527-3151
for regular

college
business.

BLOOM C0UMTY
. i come m.
rS5PrrWftP5UPMY NOSTRILS PURINb MHP

Absolutely Aerobic classes are
being held on Mondays and
Wednesdays 12:15-12:45 in the
wrestling room of FAC. Program
open to women staff, faculty and
administration. Wear comfortable
clothes and good athletic shoes.

RA/RC
THE TRINITY TRIPOD
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Information Sessions

TWO and The Women's Center
kick off their Film Festival with
Julia and Chlorae and Albie.
Everyone is welcome. Seabury 917 at 7pm.

B 'n' B Back in Town (R) 11:00
Beauty and the Beast Blackout
(NR) 0:00
kchch-like classical fantasy based
on-kchch-the fairy tale by tour de
force of poetic surrealism, a la undici-kehch-undici.

Recruiting
Tin- follow nip ri-oriii'jiij1, i.rf.'i'ij.v
UUTI«VIHIH.-W runpv.-* r.oxi ..'ii-'h

A New YearA New You!!

tall"

Free Films

Personal

The Bank of New York offers current Juniors a summer internship
for those planning" a career in
banking.. For more information see
the "Business/Finance" section of
the Summer Internship binders.
Deadline: February 4.

J,in.iH.n 211 '<>r JhtriO iniiTvii'W1-.

Tonight
Seeing Red (NR) 7:30
(1984 Academy Award Nominee)
An intriguing look at radicals of
the 30's and 40's, American Communists, whose idealism led them
to advocate Party programs as a
means of solving .America's social
problems. 100 min.
The Year of Living Dangerously
(PG)9:25
(1983) When an Australian journalist goes to Indonesia in 1965 to
cover the political scene, he becomes involved in an exotic world
of intrigue, romance and seductive
moral ambiguity. An entertaining
and intelligent thriller. 115 min.
Editors' Choice

Unclassified

Careers
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Hillel/JCC Features Talk On Ethiopian Jews
continued from page 1
arriving in Israel, Falashas were
sent to absorption centers for approximately one year. As most Falashas are illiterate, they spend
about a year in the absorption centers while they learn Hebrew and
are taught how to function in Israeli society.
Once details of "Operation
Moses" were revealed in The New
York Times several months ago,
the Falashas could not leave Sudan
so easily as before. Cooperation received from the Sudanese government ceased with the publication
of the Times article. Although
"Operation Moses" did not remain
a secret operation, it was not the
Times' fault; once news of "Operation Moses" was publicized,
everyone knew and the rescue mission was abruptly halted.
The Falashas, once called the
"boat people of the Mideast" by
the Chicago Tribune, were a people forgotten by the world. However, the world was involved in
catastrophic events such as the
Holocaust, World War I, and several Israeli wars at that time.
How Judaism spread to Ethiopia
is uncertain. Were the Falashas a
long lost Israeli tribe or were they
convertd by Jewish travellers or
were they Israeli refugees? The
Falashas, however, have remained
faithful to God and the Torah despite their isolation from Western
culture.
During the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, reports of Jews
in Ethiopia spread to Europe. In
1867 a French professor visited the
Falashas in Ethiopia. The Falashas had never seen white Jews before; they were amazed that they
even existed. Upon the professor's
return to Paris, he-requested aid
for the Falashas. Not receiving any

aid, the Falashas were forgotten
until 1923. Several Falashas were
sent to Europe and Palestine to be
educated and to prepare to be leaders of their people.
The "discovery" of the Falashas
brought with it a dilemma: Were
the Falashas officially Jewish? Although the Falashas had previously been recognized as Jews,
how they were originally exposed
to Judaism was questioned. The
Falashas' dilemma was resolved in
1973 when they were recognized
as descendants of a lost Israeli
tribe.
Beginning in the early 1970s,
there has been an "unexpected
trickle" of young Falashas emigrating to Israel. The number of
Falashas in Israel has steadily
grown. Now there are about 15,000
Falashas in Israel. The Falashas
have quickly integrated into Israeli society. For example, fourteen
year old Falashan girls are happy
to be in Israel because they don't
have to get married right away.
Just six weeks ago, the first Falashan was ordained and the first Falashan recently graduated from
medical school. The Falashas are
very hard workers.
The plight of the Ethiopians
Jews is definitely one that evokes
emotion. The faith of the Falashas
— a people forgotten for thousands of years — was questioned
once they were "discovered" by
Western Judaism. To have such a
strong faith for so long a period of
isolation should be admired rather
than questioned on the basis of its
legitimacy. Attempts by organizations such as "Operation Moses"
to bring the Falashas to Israel
should be commended rather than
condemned. It is unfortunate that
international politics must interfere with a mission of good will.

TGAG's Woes Cont
continued from page 1
Perhaps the ugliest of the allegations concerns Greenland and
his association with a entertainment outfit known as Rock Pool.
No one is exactly sure how the
service worked and Greenland
could not be reached for comment
at his Allen Place apartment.
Evidently, TCAC subscribed to
several entertainment services at
a cost of about $200 a month (Rock
Pool cost $65/month). Rock Pool
apparently sent "hit" albums to
TCAC for dee-jay use. However,
people closely associated with
TCAC claim they have no idea

where the albums are and one outrightly accuses Greenland of keeping them for his personal use.
O'Brien had "no comment" on
the albums but privately doubted
that the accusation was true.
Barnes and Daly also doubted
Greenland took any unathorized
items.
"If anything, he lost money in
his personal dealings with TCAC,"
said Barnes in Greenland's defense, "I can remeber many times
when Mark would dee-jay TCAC
events for free when he could have
charged up to a hundred dollars a
night."

Sophomore Marc Rashba travelled to Israel over Winter Break and worked with Falashas.

Point of View
by John Shiffman

Mayor Koch and Govenor Cuomo
called him a vigilante.
Senator D'Amato called him a
hero.
Newsweek called the muggers
"victims."
Bernhard Goetz said he would
have killed them but he ran out of
bullets.
President Reagan wouldn't comment until the courts render a decision.
By no*" most people kriow the
details of the incident that occured
on the New York City subway over
the holidays. Bernhard Goetz got
on the city subway when he was
accosted by four black youths who
demanded five dollars. Goetz (who
had been mugged several times before) refused his assailants (who
had been arrested several times
before) and retorted, "I'll give you
five" as he emptied the chambers
of his unregistered firearm.

First, make no mistake about it,
Bernhard Goetz is in dire need of
psyciatric care. The mere fact that
he claimed he would have killed his
assailants had he more bullets confirms speculation that his actions
exceeded the realm of self-defense.
Still, the whole event brings the
subject of epidemic crime waves
into the national limelight. I would
not surprise me in the least if the
New York subway incident sparks
a national review of the penal code
much in the same way groups such
as Mothers Against Drunk Driving
!,,eea.me a powerful force in reforming, national perceptions : on
the problem of drinking' and driv- :
ing.

Commentary

The actions of Mayor Koch and.
Govenor Cuomo are shameful at
Who is right? Koch and Cuomo
the very least. Had the young
have a responsibility to uphold law , thugs attacked Goetz and been apand order; D'Amato feels for inprehended by police would the two
nocent subway riders; Goetz, simelected officials have issued stateply put, is a sick man; but once
ments deploring the attack and
again it is Ronald Reagan who has thereby hopelessly prejudicing any
the right idea.
conceivable jury?

NEWSBRIEFS"
SGA Elections
The following SGA positions
have been vacated. Interested students should pick up a petition on
the table across from the Post Office in Mather and return it with
20 signatures to the SGA Office by
January 25.
Cook-Goodwin-Woodward dorm
rep
Boardwalk-Park Place dorm rep
New Britain Avenue dorm rep
Jackson dorm rep
Off Campus rep
Senior Class rep
Freshman Class rep
Budget Committee position

CEM At Trinity
The Center for the Environment
and Man, Inc., a •non-profit organization that conducts research in
the atmospheric, oceanic, mathematical and computer sciences, has
become affiliated with Trinity College.
CEM, which has a staff of four
scientists, does meteorological and
environmental studies. Since its
founding in 1960 as the Travelers
Research Center, CEM has received research support from a variety of sources, including the
National Science Foundation, the

Of course Senator D'Amato is
equally shameless in his attempts
to gain public support for the 1986
election by playing to the fears of
New Yorkers. However, his public
statements will help drive the issue to the political forefront —
where it belongs.
Most shame surrounding the
event should go to the media for
their incredibly biased and unfair
reporting. Word choice often becomes an effective yet subtle way
for editors to slant the news. Read
The. New York Times if want to
know about the Grenada invasion
but read National Review to read
about the Grenada rescue. Newsweek, which is owned by the decidely liberal and irresponsible
Washington Post Comapny, declared in banner headlines "A
Death Wish Vigilante." Well,-obviously the editors of Newsweek
have handed down their decision:
guilty on all counts. They even call
the three gentlemen who threatened Goetz "victims." Viclims?! If
a man takes hostages yet is killed
in a shootout with police, is he considered a victim too?
Presently, it seems as if the
president has come up with the
best idea: wait for the court's decision.
Mayors, Govenors, and major
magazines claim they .have a responsibility to report to the people.
But they have an even greater responsibility to avoid abusing their
incredible power by influencing the
;ourt system.

Berry To Speak At
Trinity
Environmental Protection Agency,
and the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration.
Trinity will act as a submitting
organization for grant and contract proposals submitted by CEM
scientists and will oversee and disburse research funds, as well as
provide additional administrative
services for the organization.
CEM scientists will teach parttime on the Trinity campus and will
be designated as scientists-in-residence at the College. They will involve Trinity students as interns
and research assistants on scientific projects, where appropriate.
The CEM scientists are mathematician Philip S. Brown, Jr., of
West Hartford, meteorologist and
oceanographer Joseph P. Pandolfo
of Kensington, physicist George D.
Robinson of West Hartford, and
physicist Alfonso Sutera of Reading, England.
CEM offices will continue to be
located at the Hartford Graduate
Center.

DeMarti no Named
AACUPI President
Patricia DeMartino, assistant director of Trinity College's Barbieri.
Center in Rome, Italy, lias been

Rick Andreoli (left), Sigma Nu President, presents a check for $150
to Susan D. Coes (center), Director of Development at the Newington
Children's Hospital while Sigma Nu brother David Discenza looks
on.

elected president of the Association of American College and University Programs
in Italy
(AACUPI).
DeMartino is a member of the
faculty at the Barbieri Center
where she teaches courses in ancient and Renaissance history. She
is a graduate of Sarah Lawrence

College and holds an advanced degree fron the University of Rome.
Trinity College was a founding
member of AACUPI, which is a
thirty five member institution.
DeMartino.is a native of West
Hartford and is the daughter of
Mrs Dorothy Osmond of West
Hatrford.'
-

U.S. Civil Rights Commisioner
Mary Frances Berry will speak on
the topic "Liberty and Justice...For All?" at Trinity College
on Wednesday, February 27 at 8
p.m. in the Boyer Auditorium of
the Life Sciences Center. The
event is sponsored by the Trinity
Women's Center and the Trinity
Coalition of Blacks as part of their
Black History Month celebration.
Admission is free.
Berry has been a member of the
U.S. Civil Rights Comission since
1980 and was vice chairman from
1980-1982. She holds the position
of professor of history and law and
senior fellow of the Institute for
the Study of Educational Policy.at
Howard University. She was assistant secretary for education in
the U.S. Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare from 19771980.
Berry is the author of many
books including Black Resistance/
White LawQ.971) and Miltary Necessity and Civil Rights Poliei/(1977).
•
She holds 'a doctorate in history
and a law degree-from the University of Michigan, and her under.graduate degree from Howard
University. Berry was the chancel- •
lor of the-University of Colorado
.in. 1976-1977. •
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Feminism has
nothing to do
with man-hating.
Is there a real need for a WomWhy is feminism such a dirty
en's Center at Trinity?
word?
"Oh, I think there's a real need
"Well, I think it depends upon
for it. At Trinity, society at large
whom you are talking to, whether
is reflected to some extent, and
it's a dirty word, or who considers
certainly the kinds of groups in
it a dirty word. I think some people
which the students will remain are
are proud to be feminists, I am.
reflected here. The school tends to
It's kind of a funny question bebe upper-class, and students for
cause its like asking 'Do you still
the most part will keep their upbeat your wife?' I think the reason
per-class environment for the rest
some people might be afraid of
of their lives."
being called feminist is because the
term 'feminism' has come to be
synonymous in some circles with
What does that have to do with
'lesbian;' well, not necessarily lesfeminism?
bian, but man-hating. People use
"Because I think the environthat to scare people from being
ment here reflects the world at
feminist, because if you're a fem- large. In the world at large and
inst you must hate men and there- here, women have a power disadfore you are a lesbian. It plays into
vantage. They arein positions of
a general kind of homophobia. I
power; they are not in decision
think it's a tool used against femmaking positions, I think that to a
inists; that's why it would be congreat extent they are still victims
sidered a dirty word."
of stereotypes in which they are
Do you see that problem at Trin- thought of as not. particularly caity? When I walked in here [the pable of very much sustained raWomen's Center] for the first tional thought; that they "are
time today and saw someone I emotional, the kinds of things that
knew, she said, 'See? We're not make people who are in positions
all lesbo-man haters.'
to hire dismiss them. They just
"Feminists don't have that im- don't think of women doing that
age of themselves, but they are kind of a job, and I think that's a
called that and I got the sense here. perception that gets shared by men
Personally I don't think that it's a and women. Even women who
stereotype, I don't think that peo- have achieved positions of power
ple really think that the women might even think of women in that
who come here are lesbians and way. I think that it's part of the
man-haters. But I think that they socialization process. Women have
might call them that to intimidate a unique set of problems such as
them and to make them uncom- sexual harrassment, and lack of
fortable. But most of the people — role models. I think that the Womit's a small school — they know the en's Center can help in all of those
people that come up, here. And areas. It can give women self-c;orK
some of them date those people. I fidence. The Women's Center can
want to make it very clear that bring in people to address specific
feminism has nothing to do with issues. They don't always have to
speak on women's issues, though."
man-hating."

Judith Branzburg is currently the
head of Die Trinity Women's Center^ She graduated from the University of Rochester in 1970 with a
degree in English,
Branzburg
earned her master's at S. U.N, Y. at
Stonybrook in 1971, and a doctorate in English literature at the
University of Massachusetts in
1982. She is from the Boston area
and has served, as a social worker,
a Peace Corps worker, and a college professor. Branzburg was interviewed by Production Editor
John Shiffman.
Do males frequent Women's Center events?
It depends on what it is. We have
twenty active members in Trinity
Women's Organization, six of them
are men. I know that when we had
something on date rape half the
people were men. Men are invited
to everything.
This newspaper recently published advertisements that the
Women's Center found objectionable. Someone wrote to the
paper and asked if the Women's
Center had anything better to do
than write letters objecting to
ads in the Tripod.
"I think that the visible images
in the world around us are important in forming our perceptions of
what we can do and what we can't
do. So I think that advertisements,
movies, and, ,literat|ur,e Jor,m our
impressions of ourselves. It is very
much the business of the Women's
Center to pay attention to those
things. I don't think it's a waste of

Trinterview
Judith Branzburg

time at all. Women see the women
arid they don't see them as people.
I think there is a level at which it
registers to everybody, that they
identify with the person of their
gender in those pictures. I don't
think it's a waste of time at all, I
think it's very important.
President Keagan has appointee
more women to his Cabinet than
any other President in history;
the only two women in the Senate happen to be Republican; and
Reagan appointed the first
woman justice to the Supreme
Court, The highest ranking female Demcratic official is the
govenor of Kentucky. Why, then,
do feminists so closely align with
the Democrats?
The Democrats have had women
in power, Ella Grasso was a democratic governor. Interesting- question. Well 1 think that the simple
fact, at this point, that the Democratic party supported the ERA
while the Republicans didn't could
make a lot •of difference. I don't
think it's entirely valid to count
the number of women; token
women are still token women.
Then wouldn't you say that Geraldine Perraro was a token?
I think that if you look at the
qualifications of the people who are
nominated for vice-president, she
is more than qualified than many
and less than some. I don't think
that George Bush was any more
qualified when'he started. What
kind of experience did Reagan
have, to become President? ,
Well, he was Govenor of California for eight years.
He didn't have any international
experience. No, I think that is a

thing that was said about her because she was a woman . . . I really
don't think that people usually pay
much attention to the vice-presidents, and I think that a lot of the
treatment she got regarding her
finances have to do with the fact
that she is a woman — which is not
to excuse anything. The kind of
scrutiny she underwent had to do
with the fact that she is a woman.
What's the Women's Center's
position on fraternities at Trinity?
I don't know that the Women's
Cener has a position on the fraternities. I can give you my opinion of them. I object to single-sex
organizations when one gender has
more power than the other. I don't
believe in separate but equal in .
that ease because I think it's separate and unequal. Fraternities
and sororities are not equal in access to power in the society in general, they're riot equal in access to
social power on campus, and
they're not equal in access to
money, so they're not equal. As far
as making them coeducational, I
think that's a lot better, as long as
the women have a sense of equality in the organization.
Do you consider yourself more
extreme than most feminists?
I wouldn't say that I am more
extreme. Without sounding arrogant or conceited, I am more educated. I don't think that I am more
extreme, I think a lot of people
don't recognizp things. It's more a
' matter of having a more" educated
eye and sensibility. I might even
be less extreme than some of them.
I better understand some of the' s
implications than other women
might.

St. A's Hosts Kennelly
Keep in shape with

by Stuart Ferguson

Congresswoman Barbara Kennelly spoke at Trinity on December 11 at the annual Clement
Lecture sponsored by St. Anthony
Hall. Kennelly represents the
Hartford area in the U.S. House of
Representatives and is a trustee of
Trinity College,
Before Kennelly's lecture, she
had dinner at St. Anthony Hall
with President and Mrs. English,
faculty from the Political Science
Department, and an editor of the
Hartford Courant A reception followed the lecture.
Kennelly's lecture was entitled
"After the Election: What Now?"
She called the November election
a "Democratic Dunkirk," The election was a mandate for Ronald Reagan. According to Kennelly, the
Democrats made a mistake in
trying to be all things to all people.
The Democrats should not have
been so obvious in their courting
of special interest groups,
Kennelly said- she is "very confident as a Democrat" and explained her party's strength's and
weaknesses. There are two things
that both she and the Democratic
party refuse to forget:
1) The U.S. Constitution
2) Not everyone can get by on their
own.
Kennelly frimly believes in the
separation of church and state. She
also supports the Democratic
stance on abortion. If abortion was
outlawed, then it would be forced
underground and many women

would lose their lives in unsafe
abortions. Now there are 1.4 million abortions a year, so the potential for lost lives is great.
Kennelly believes that the Democrats' problem lies in their political positions.1 Although the
Democratic positions are good and
_ defendable, they are not well articulated. There seems to be a feeling
among many Democrats that they
do not have to sell themselves; in
fact, the correctness of their ideology is obvious. Kennelly felt this
was the Democrats' major mistake
in the election.
After a discussion of the election, Kennelly answered questions
from the audience. She does not
support U.S. intervention in Lebanon. The Marines were not there
for a just cause. There were "too
few to fight, too many to keep
peace," she pointed out.
Kennelly was asked if the outcome of the Preesidential election
would have been different if Gary
Hart had received the Democratic
nomination. She felt that Hart
would have done better than Mondale, but he would not have won.
She is glad that Tip O'Neill will
has maintained his position as
Speaker of the House. "There will
be two old Irsihmen going head to
head this Congressional session,
and they are both lame ducks," she
said.
President English asked what
should be done to prevent budget
cuts in education. Kennelly replied
that education is too important to
shortchange because "who will be
the next Democratic leaders?"

When asked about the constitutionality of raising the drinking age
to 21 if one can vote and be drafted
at 18, Kennelly replied that the
best solution would be to reaise the
driving age.
Kennelly concluded her lecture
by saying that there are people
who want two Republican parties,
but voters want "the real thing."
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Reagan Act Two
An Inagural Debate
Actor or Politician?

Stay The Course!

Dave Rubinger

Lance Babbit

Our society puts much emphasis on physical appearance
and material gain. American people find happiness through
Miss America beauty pageants, big college football games,
and Clint Eastwood movies. We like to dream and imagine
ourselves as being part of a winning spirit. Rich or poor,
black or.white, male or female, American people are always
searching for that idea) person, place, or thing that will bring
them happiness.
This week, Ronald Reagan will be sworn in for his second
time as President of the United States. His election victory
proves that Americans may be viewing politics as another
movie or beauty pageant without understanding the issues
for which each candidate stands. Ronald Reagan is by profession an actor. The television is his medium. He has presence,
charm, grace, and a comforting approach when addressing
the nation.
These are all very positive features for any actor who is
trying to convince his audience. Unfortunately, the power of
the media has made charisma the most important characteristics in choosing a leader. Reagan has the ability to move
an audience, and gain support without explaining the facts.
He is a master at keeping America optimistic even when
there are problems. But is he a responsible leader? Can he
make decisions? Is he a politician at all?

"He is a master at
keeping America
optimistic even when
there are problems."

In the wake of such controversial events like the invasion
of Grenada, the sending of troops to Lebanon, and the military involvement in South America, I am concerned that
perhaps the United States, in its spirited state, will fearlessly
enter a war. When the United States entered Viet Nam in
the 1950s, morale was at its highest just as it is today. The
glory of having a strong military can easily be lost when you
find yourself with a gun in your hand in some far away
country. Reagan is making America so "red, white, amd blue
color-blind" that the public will ignore their own beliefs in
order to be patriotic.
My hope for future is that the American people stay politically invojved and response to our government, Yet, I hope
that individual beliefs are not formed by an imposing fatherfigure whose claim to1 fame prior to his present political
career was making movies with a chimp named Bonzo. No
matter what happens in the White House, President Reagan's relaxed temperament seems to keep every event under control. It is my impression that many Trinity students
who supported the President in his re-election bid may have
second thoughts if the President does not stay true to his
many vague campaign promises. If Reagan appoints members to the Supreme Court on the basis of their stance on
abortion, or if he raises taxes, the current patriotism may
turn sour.
Just remember, we must not let control of the. media shape
our opinions. Do not let a candidate's charm and good looks
determine your vote, think about what that person stands
for in the long run.
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A wave of prosperity, patriotism, and a new sense of character and purpose has swept across the United States. This
land, whose Constitution begins with We The People, has
once become the land of opportunity created for the People
by the People. This resurrection of faith in the country we
have created has rennaisanced itself under the leadership of
President Reagan.
Economically, Reagan's "voodoo economics" has worked
miracles. What seemed impossible five years ago has become
a living reality: economic growth without inflation. The even
more phenomenal factor of this economic expansion is that
it has created nearly seven million jobs, dropping the unemployment rate from its high of over ten percent in 1982 to
seven percent today. To say this recovery is for the rich is
not the entire story. With inflation sliced by two-thirds
everyone is better off.
The president's second term will not be a replica of the
first, for the priorities will be different. This term will be
dedicated to deficit reduction through historic tax simplification programs, entitlement benefit reduction, a slowdown
of defense spending, and continued economic growth through
deregulation and encouragement of private enterprise zones.
In the international arena, there have been some minor
pitfalls, but in the whole picture it is hard to differ with the
conclusions of the highly prestigious British publication, The
Economist, that the American position on the world stage
has been dramatically improved over the last four years due
to the leadership of President Reagan.
• .Four years ago, Russian expansionism was on the move
threatening Latin America and invading Afghanistan. Today, the tide of Communism has been rolled back. In Central
America, the Administration has moved intelligently to
straighten the region's democracies through funds and armaments, while simultaneously promoting reform. El Slavador, due in a large part to United States' economic and
military assistance, held democratic elections last year, and
the Marxist guerillas, who swore they would not stop fighting and killing until they took over the government, have
begun to talk peace. Meanwhile,, in Cuba, the ultimate international anarchist, Castro, has been strangely silent during
the Reagan years. Look for a continuation of this same
successful mix of overt gestures but substantive results.
The Reagan administration's most underrated success is
the solidarity of the NATO alliance at a time when it seemed
on the verge of collapse. This alliance has preserved peace
for the forty years and its unravelling would have been a
tremendous de-stabilization of world peace. The ultimate
achievement was the Reagan administration's resolve to deploy Pershing and Cruise missiles as an essential counterbalance to the Soviet deployed SS-20's already aimed at
Western Europe.
Moreover, with the return of the Soviets to the bargaining
table for arms reduction talks, the domestic and international critics who claimed that deployment of missiles would
be the end of any talks were wrong. These same er.itics are .
now claiming that the President's "Star Wars" program will
do the same. Due to Reagan's insistence on the belief of the
program, the Soviets have come back to talk with us about
reductions with important concessions. When will these critics ever learn?
The second term will thus be the completion of the first
term. The President has stopped Russian expansionism and
has once again proved that Americans can pull themselves
out of any mess. With the next four years the President will
be comitted to his place in history as one of this country's
greatest presidents. Don't be surprised if his greatest
achievements are still to come.
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Anti-Inaugural Rally Held in Downtown Hartford
;

by Martha Lay

A handful of Trinity students
participated in the People's
Counter Inaugural Rally held at
the Church of the Good Shepherd
in downtown Hartford last Saturday. The rally and march was attended by roughly 100 Hartfrod
citizens and members of local organizations. The counter Inaugural rally, protesting President
Reagan's policies, was supported
by community organizations including the Inner City Citizens for
Justice, Women of Faith, Hartford.
Coalition for. Justice in Central
America, the Greater Hartford
Peace Council and several others.
The Trinity Lesbian and Gay Alli-

anceand the Trinity Women's,Or-,
ganizationjoined in endorsing the
rally and protest march.
The rally included speakers from
local organizations along with progressive folk music and music of
solidarity. Much of theemphasis of
the speeches dealt with he.rneeds
of not only the American citizens
but also those affected by Presi-.
dent Reagan's foreign policy of intervention in Central America and
•his continued ^vqi4&n.e& qf iije issue of apartheid in South. Africa.
Edwin Vargas., executive vicepresident of the'Connecticut State
Federation of Teachers, viewed the
Inauguration as "an'. Opportunity
for'struggle." Ke, along with others, agreed that U.S. citizens cannot wait four years or wait for a
Democratic president to correct
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the problems of the current admin-' '. spending .due to1-' President Re:
Emphasis inthe rally was on the
istratibn's policies.
:-; .-.aga.n'« interest in high militaryfunding. Vargas asks that people .need to unite in order to bring
Laura Mirror, from the Summit
exaamine the claim of a better
•change to certain policies. The
Women's Center, touched on the
economy. He noted that the quesstruggle against the policies of this
problems of bombings and harasstion is not whether the individual
adminsitration deal with issues
ment of abortion clinics that have
is better off affording his or her
which deprive more than a small
recently happened throughout the
new television or VCR; it is1 one
minority of Americans. Sam Saynation. She, too, calls on citizens
•which must be approached with a
lor, director of Youth and Comto speak out and contact legislamunity Services at Center City
tors to help in the struggle for jus-... •"#nSe oi community."
Churches, described the struggle
tice. She denounced the Reagan' • .••SrffirryDeane, representing the
agianst the administration as one
adminsitration for not acting., 7"tJ6nft©cticut Clergy adn Laity
in which "the'fight for the gay, the
forcefully and quickly in the dines'- • •:©#neerned, pointed out that
fight for the poory is -all interpresent situation and for'..his ••re-.", .^Americans need not look to South
twined together." Only a recomfusal to call the bombings acts..of - Afpfca-to see poverty; they can look
mitment and unification of people
terrorism even though they may' ..;6Iit,their windows — even in this
city.- Deane continued to describe
could bring change.
endanger the lives of women.
Those-attending the rally then
Speakers implied that the prob- •• ..-the conditions of blacks and racism
.,. irrgouth Africa's.system,of aparth- : •marched through the snow in
lern of poverty, unemployment,
eid, denouncing the presence of
downtown Hartford, bearing signs
and reduced funding for social
various multinational corporations
and yelling protests of Reagan's
needs are results of this adminisin South Africa, including Mobil,
reelection and his policies.
tration's misdirection of federal
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Steve Norton and Lee Coffin received votes of confidence from the
SGA at the December 11 SGA
meeting. If either Norton or Coffin
had not received a vote of confidence, they could not keep their
position for the second semester.
The Faculty made its recommendations to the SGA about the Faculty Liaison position. Before the
Faculty will appoint a professor to
the position, they would like a
fuller description of the position.
The Constitutions committee must
now reword the faculty liaison
amendment.
Lori Davis spoke to the SGA
about establishing a Buildings and
Grounds Advisory Committee.
Such a committee would try to
solve major problems brought before B & G.' 'It's one thing for RAs
to call in complaints. When you
have a whole group of people com-

The world
is waiting.
Bean
exchange
student

plaining, that's when you put the
pressure on," she said. Bill Vasil
moved to establish a Buildings and
Grounds Advisory Committee. The
motion passed by acclamation.
Roberta Glaser said that the
Curriculum Committee plans to
publish the lengthy Faculty report
on curriculum in,the Tripod in five
sections. After each section is published, the Curriculum.Cpmmitee
will sponsor a discussion on that
particular section of the Faculty
report.
'
Phil O'Brien said that the Budget
Committee gave TCB $1300.
TCAC has spent more money than
, the$u$geLCommitteo allocated to
Budget Committee, ft was suggested that in the future, a member of the Budget Committee
should be treasurer of TCAC. ,
The next SGA meeting will be
held tonight in Hamlin Hall at 9:30
p.m, The public is invited to attend.
'•;

International Youth
Exchange, a Presidential
Initiative for peace, sends
teenagers like you to live
abtoad with host families.
v GWineW schools. Make
new friends.
If you're between 15
and 19 and want to help
bring our world together,
send for information.
Write: YOUTH EXCHANGE
Pueblo, Colorado 81009
SffilThe International Youth Exchange.
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Tobin Speaks on Debt
by Liz Cahn

Nobel laureate James Tobin
spoke at Trinity on December 5 at
a lecture sponsored by the Educational Foundation of Alpha Delta
Phi and organized by AD president
Tom Price. Tobin, an economics
professor at Yale, spoke on the
current state of the deficit and his
theories for correcting it.
Tobin first gave a short history
of economic policy prior to 1981.
He described it'as conservative and
also pointed out that before 1981
the U.S. GNP grew faster than the
national debt. This, he explained,
kept the debt to a relatively small
percentage of the GNP, He also
noted that the deficit grew from
16% of the Federal budget in 1940
to 21% in 1980.
•
Tobin discussed the "Fiscal Revolution of 1981." He cited many of
the Reagan administration's policies as responsible for raising the
structural primary debt (the debtexcluding interest payments).
"With present spending programs
and existing tax and transfer legislation, the ratio will rise to 46%
before the end of the decade and
will still be rising with no stopping
place in sight," he warned.
Tobin said that interest paid on
the debt had risen to 12% of the
Federal budget or 3% of the GNP.

SAVE MONEY WHEN YOU SUBSCRIBE TO
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This ongoing problem has compounded for years.
Tobin said that the Reagan policy is not a completely conservative doctrine. He discussed
Reagan's initial measures and the
dissidence among them: "The
• strategy ran afoul on both fronts
— political and economic." However, he said that proseperity came
when Reagan needed it and that
Reagan was able to capitalize on
forces beyond his control
Next he discussed the national
debt's effect on the world economy. U.S. prosperity has created
a demand on foreign markets.
Nonetheless, foreign countries are
disturbed by the U.S. debt. Tobin
added that prosperity had raised
the value of the U.S. dollar over
30%. This hurt both exports and
foreign investments. At the same
time, the Federal Reserve Board
maintained high interest rates.
This also hurt foreign economies,
especially those of the Third
World.
Finally, he said that current economic policies could not correct the
situation. "To think that the problem will go away in time with econcomic growth or that it can be
solved by further retrenchments of
civilian spending is whistling in the
dark," he said. "The correction will
require tax increases or cuts in defense spending or both," he advised.
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AFTER DARK announces its
SING-A-THON
Friday, January 25th at 9:00 PM in Wean Lounge

After Dark thanks its business sponsors:

Brown Thompson & Co.
942 Main St. 525-1600

H & L Package Store
219 Zion St. 247-9138

Campus Pizza
1258 Broad St. 246-3663

JP's of Hartford
15 Asylum St. 247-8144

Cieri's Pharmacy
130 New Britain Ave. 247-7926

Military Specialties, Inc.
Berlin Tnpk. 666-4275

College View Cafe
Zion St. 724-3843

Pizza Plus
297V2 Washington St. 527-7764

D & D Package Store
417 New Britain Ave. 249-6833

The Russian Lady
191 Ann St. 525-3003

Donizetti's Pizza
1502 Broad St. 246-7209

Scarlett O'Hara's Restaurant
59 Pratt St. 549-3651 .

Follett's Book Store
Mather Campus Center

Sean Patrick's
100 Trumbull St. 247-3080

Hartford County Real Estate
50 Founders Plz. 569-8366

Shenanigans
Bushnell Plaza 522-4117

PROCEEDS WILL G O TO THE PRODUCTION OF
AFTER DARK'S NEW ALBUM
LIVE AT JESSE FIELD
j£i£j£i£#j£ifi£i£i^i^
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Editorial
TRINITY TRIPOD

Theater/Dance Department Lacks A
Supportive Environment For Theater
To the Editor,

Norton Downsl918-1985
it is never easy to lose a friend, a professor, a scholar
and a great man. Those of us at Trinity who knew
Professor Downs mourn his passing and those of us
who never had the opportunity to make his acquaintance
have missed the chance to know him. To educate and
inspire students is an invaluable gift, and Norton Downs
has left us with memories of his humor, dedication and
concern. We will miss him.

A Blast From The Past
Did you ever notice how quickly things change? I'm
not talking about how time passes and we're all back
in school before we know it. I'm talking about a change
in attitude. College students have gone conservative over
the" past 15 years or so, Rather than attend a radical
political rally, they'd prefer to wash their Saabs. Inevitably, these students have realized there is nothing criminal about having money or wanting to build a solid,
profitable career. Should we, as the "haves" of the world
(being academically and financially better-off than most)
have any obligation or desire to help the "have-nots"?
Chances are good that most of us are content to give
a dollar or two to charity, but when it comes to giving
our time or love, we shrink away. Gone are the students
of years ago who thought it was in their best interest
to help, not harangue the less fortunate. No one is a
self-professed radical, and liberal has become a dirty
word. Case in point: would the proposed change in
curriculum have been as widely accepted at Trin 15 years
ago? We have no input concerning the changes, so how
come there are no student protests? I'm not suggesting
that rioting in the streets will give us a voice, but if, we
let the administration know how we feel, we might feel
a little less apathetic and a lot more involved. It isn't
that being conservative is selfish or repugnant, but it
still remains up to.the individual as to how he/she wants
to live, work and pursue his/her dreams in an increasingly
conservative world.
.
' .
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When I first came to the Trinity
campus more than three years ago,
I was thrilled to find a viable and
supportive atmosphere in which to
do theater. After my freshman
year, the senior professor in the
Theater Department retired.
Shortly after that, the Theater and
Dance programs were melded in to
one department. There was still a
certain amount of continuity from
one year to the next, however, because the person holding the other
position in the Theater Department was returning to the Trinity
campus in the fall. So, there were
the resources available for the.kind
of constructive continuity that is
necessary for a productive Theater
Department. Unfortunately, there
is no longer an assurance of a supportive departmental structure for

the Trinity College theater community.
What are my reasons for making
this claim? Well, to begin with,
none of the present faculty members of the theater part of the department will be returning to
Trinity in the fall of '85. For one
reason or another, a complete
turnover of the theater faculty has
been orchestrated. This is a sharp
contrast to the four dance faculty
members who will be returning at
that time. When I asked the chairperson of the department about the
situation, I was assured that every
effort was being made to create a
department with a strong theater
side and a strong dance side. In
the light of the above facts, this
assurance rings more than a little
hollow.

not, for instance, advocating the
return of the present director-inresidence, who had to hold two sets
of auditions, and go well outside
the Trinity student body in order
to get the half dozen people he considered acceptable for his work-inprogress). What I am arguing for,
then, is a supportive environment
in which it is possible for all types,
both traditional and experimental,
of theater to occur. I am suggesting that this has not been the case
recently, and I would ask the question: what is to be done about it?
As an ex-Theater and Dance major, I would also ask if the binding
between the theater and dance
programs has really been a good
thing for both the theater and the
dance students of Trinity college.

To be sure, I am not arguing for
continuity for its own sake (I am

Yours in Service,
Ken Festa '86

Trinity Leans To The Right
The inertic mass keeps moving
right. In November 6, 1984, the
rightist tendency manifested itself
as a rampant force in the United
States. Reagan did not only win
but the Republicans beat the hell
out of all of us who believe in human rights, in the right of every
nation, large or small, to determine their future and their system
of government, in the rights of
women, gays, and minority groups.
The right beat the hell out of us
who stand against a paternalistic
government, a government based
on images and false security, a
g-overnment that has appealed to
the darkest side of U.S. society
(America #1 again, chauvinism at
it's best!)..This rightist movement
was fully supported by the U.S.
citizens throughout the nation on
November 6th',.1984.
This inertia is still at. its full
strength. It has even touched
home- Trinity College. The free
curriculum is being threatened by
a group of faculty and administrators who believe that students are
still' not responsible enough to
make their own choices (I wonder
when we will finally be, ready?). It
is threatened by a group of faculty
and administrators who are not
willing to undertake the challenge
of advising their 'immature' students'but prefer to take the easy_
way out by imposing a structured,
well-rounded program in the name
of good intellectual exposure (I
wonder how Women's Studies figures in these core courses? How
about black writers? and even more
importantly, how about the nonexisting Latin-american studies?);
and they call it a well-rounded intellectual exposure!
The right has usually been considered as the pragmatic and effective (down to earth!) way of
thinking as opposed to their leftist
counterparts (Socialist? Communist? Marxist? Who cares, they are
- all the same!), the idealist ones.
Today, now, this week, in the name
of pragmatism and effectiveness,
also, called well-rounded education
the curriculum must somehow
closed in order to form these well
educated individuals. They say
they are not completely shutting
the door, but the truth is that once
the door is left ajar a simple breeze
can close it. It will not take long
especially with the Trustees benediction.
Now, once again, (I bet this is
not a recent issue but rather a repetition of history), in the name of
a 'good' and 'rounded' education,
we are willing to bolster mediocrity.
well,
Let there be mediocrity.
Mediocrity in professors that
know their courses will be taken
since it will be a requirement.
Why change it? (No underestimation or insult intended, but it
can happen).
(Maybe it vvill be more interesting to see professors coming out of

their classrooms and offices and
letting themselves be known and
attract a pool of candidates that in
another situation would never have
considered taking that kind of
course. Let yourself be known as
a good, interesting, competent
professor and scholar, do not give
it for granted!)
Let there be mediocrity.
Mediocrity in a student body that
arrives from a completely structured : high-school environment to
a structured high-school like college, (as it is, Trinity is pretty highschool like!), not being able to
choose courses they might be interested in exploring because some
years before the faculty decided
that it must not be left in the 'immature' . hands of students, thqy
can not cope with it. t t wilf be a
group of students that will always

be expecting some inposed structure instead of them creating and
challenging new options. For how
long will the scholars, professors,
adults, etc. be able to provide us
with structures which "they" think
best fit our interests and capabilities? (Hey buddy! once you are out
there, you make your own decisions or you look for someone to
make them for you; why don't you
give yourself a chance now? This
is part of the real world; I do not
believe in the myth of students as
an alienated cast in our society,
otherwise that same myth could be
applied to most University scholars also).
The major requirements are already some kind of 'closed curricl ' w e have, consciously or
continued on page 10

Is Literary Magazine
Fair Or Too Exclusive
Dear Editor:
I have a real problem with the
Trinity Review and it goes like
this. As the end of September approaches each fall signs begin to
appear encouraging students to
submit their creative works to this
particular literary magazine. So for
the past two consecutive fall semesters I have taken out some of
my poetry which I have saved hoping possibly to see it in print someday, done a bit of.polishing, and
then popped them in campus mail.
And for the past two consecutive
fall semesters about a month later
I get them' back in the mail with
some sketchy letter telling me how
close they came to publication and
then a "try again next time" sentence, followed by a warm, thank
you for my efforts in keeping the
magazine going.
Well, here is my problem. You
see, I'm really not all that altruistic. Sure, I'm for supporting the
continuation of such a publication
in the name of making art visible
to a sometimes rather myopic
Trinity population, but, frankly
speaking, I'm looking for exposure, recognition, and perhaps a
little something to tuck in to my
resume or portfolio. I don't think I
am being too bold in suggesting
that this is what most aspiring
writers, photographers, and artists among us are looking for. I
also don't think I am being too bold
in assuming that this may be the
purpose of such a student publication.
So I am drawing the portrait of
a frustrated rejectee throwing a
temper tantrum on paper. No, this
is not the purpose of my letter. I
was extremely disheartened and
disturbed to find, when I opened

this fall's Review what appears to
be a type of mirror effect. It seems
that nearly every poet's name
tends to reapper on the last page
under the list of staff members. I
even did some math. Of the seventeen pieces of writing published,
thirteen were by members of the
staff, three were outside submissions, and one was a short story
by a Trinity professor of creative
writing. In addition, there were
quite a few repetitions of poets.
Was it not possible for the magazine to diversify the number of
poets they chose to publish?
I feel that the purpose or thrust
of this publication has become obscured. Is this a fair and accurate
depiction of student writings at
Trintiy? I hope not. Must one join
the staff in order to get published?
This seems to be the subtle message implied by these statistics. Is
this a student publication for the
exposure of student work? If so
then what is the work of a faculty
member doing on two precious
pages of print? I find this out of
place. Are the number of submissions so limited that the magazine
has no other choice than to publish
their own works? I find this hard
to believe. Most importantly, however, all these questions have only
caused me to question the magazine's worth and has discouraged
me from submitting to it again.
This I feel is unfortunate. The loss
of one relatively loyal and relatively enthusiastic contributor
should mean something to such a
publication. If this letter does not
inspire some reassessment by the
magazine then this, I feel, is even
more unfortunate.
Sincerely,
Donna Gilbert
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OMMENTARY
Can A College Be An Intellectual Community?
by Drew A. Hyland
Special to the Tripod

Strange question! Where else,
indeed, if not in our colleges and
universities, would intellectual
communities exist? Is it not manifest that these institutions are the
primary, perhaps virtually the
only, bastions of intellectual research and scholarship in America
today? To be sure. And yet the
question remains. It resonates for
us whenever we become thoughtfully critical of our college or university, its curriculum, its
intellectual climate, the extent to
which it is attaining its telos as an
institution of higher learning. To.
bring the question close to home,
it can be asked, not polemically but
seriously, whether Trinity is now
either sufficiently intellecutal or
enough of a community to call itself an intellectual community.
It is perhaps worth noting that not
so long ago the question could have
been asked for another reason,
that our colleges and universities
were not yet the almost exclusive
locus of the life of the mind in our
country. A fascinating recent book,
William Barrett's The Truants;
Adventures Among the Intellectuals (Anchor Books, 1983), documents the wonderfully lively and
varied intellectual community centered in Greenwich Village and
loosely associated with the Partisan Review during the early postWorld War II years. For a contemporary academic, not the least
stunning revelation of the book is
the extent to which that intellectual community, flourished independently of any educational
institution. The process by which
the locus of our intellectual communities moved more and more
exclusively to academic instititions
in the last 30 or 40 years would no
doubt make a thought-provoking
and perhaps troubling study.
Whatever its complexities, however, its terminius remains clear;
surely today the center of America's intellectual life must reside in
its colleges and universities. Yet
still, our opening question resounds.
Whoever it was who defined an
intellectual as "someone who reads
outside of his or her field" may
have been simplistic but surely was
not altogether off the mark. Whatever else we may settle upon as
criteria for being geniunely intellectual, one element must certainly be that the intellecutal is
"widely read" in a variety of disciplines. In this the notion converges with our oft-stated ideal of •
"liberal learning," Now this ideal
evidently informs our present curricular concerns at Trinity, and if
either Project One's or the Summer Planning Group's curricular
proposals are instituted, its presence will be even more manifest in
the expectations we have for our
students. But is.the same ideal at
work for our faculty? To what extent does the faculty exhibit (or
even have the opportunity to exhibit) the breadth of interest and
of learning that we would require
of each of our students? We are
faced with the phenomenon, the
problem, of specialization.
It would be ludicrous to entertain doubts about the manifold advantages brought to our culture
and even, to our intellectual lives
by the phenomenon of specialization. Surely almost none of the
truly wonderful achievements of
science and technology would have
been possible had it not occured to
people, epochs ago, that every-'
one's lives might be improved if
each person concentrated on one,
or a few, activities, became excellent thereat, and thereby became
capable of contributing the fruits

of that excellence to the community (Plato's Republic, Book II,
presents a fascinating account of
the logic of this development, with
all its ambivalence). Within the intellectual world itself, not only is
it the case that such concentration
made possible more penetrating
research and discovery in all disciplines, but as the body of literature resulting from that research
increased, it became impossible for
an individual not to concentrate.
The sheer quantity of literature
available in all fields, and the consequent difficulty of staying au
courant in a given field, made specialization not just a desideratum
but a necessity. Today, of course,
we have sub-fields and and divisions of specialization within subfields. A professor once told me,
by way of a warning against my
youthful proclivity to, as lie put it,
"be all over the place," "My field
is the language of time; I do all my
research and all my writing on the
language of time." The poor man
had no time foi- anything else.
The problem is no doubt obvious.
The wonderful fruits of specializa-

tion in the life of the mind come
not without their price, and the
price is the increasing difficulty, at
times the seeming impossibility, of
"reading outside of one's field."
There is a tension between the
phenomenon of specialization and
the very idea of the intellectual,
construed in the sense adumbrated
above.
The issue, I hasten to add, is not
in the least whether we should
abandon specialization in the name
of what would surely be a Quixotic
effort at comprehensive wisdom.
It is rather whether we are totally
to capitulate to the demands of a
tendency to specialization which
drives each of us into more and
more narrow corridors (or perhaps
caves) of concentration. Is there
not a middle if longer road, which,
while acknowledging the desirability and inevitability of specialization, would still preserve the ideal
of the intellectual life as one of
comprehensive though not universal learning?
We certainly act as if we thought
so when we formulate the curriculum for out students. We require,

eventually, that they choose a
"major," acknowledging thereby
the importance of each of them of
accomplishing a degree of depth in
a given concentration. But we also
insist that they do not confine their
intellectual pursuits exclusively to
one field. We concern ourselves
with the non-major, we exhort
them to be well-rounded in their
course selection, and the recent reports of Project One and the Summer Planning Group have
recommended steps to assure that
such breadth of learning be coeval
with the importance of choosing a
concentration. Yes, however much
the difficulty may be increasing,
we still exhibit in our decisions on
curriculum the ideal of enriching
our specialization with a modicum
of breadth. For the students!
But what of the faculty? It may
be tempting to respond that the
luxury of "outside" reading, much
less a modicum of general expertise, is no longer available to us as
professionals, and all the less now
that Trinity, apparently, has begun to expect its faculty regularly
to exhibit the results of its schol-

Requirements Should Be Urged
uation
foreign
language
requirement. But, actually, what I
would argue for is a proficiency
requirement. I made this proposal
to the Summer Planning Group
last summer, but they were apparently afraid such a requirement
would entail more staffing for my
Department and might encourage
other segments of the College to
lobby for a requirement in their
subject area. I would suggest the
former is not a likelihood and that
neither is necessarily bad.
How does a proficiency requirement differ from a conventional
foreign language requirement? In
major ways. The student does not
have to study the language for a
set number of years, but may satisfy the requirement through an
Advanced Placement examination
(receiving for a score of 5 also 2
course credits), five or more years'
study of a foreign language taken
prior to college, or by passing an
exam such as CLEP, GRE, MLA,
or one of the AAT's. Proficiency
would be defined language by language as to how many of the four
skills would be tested. Initial, or
remedial, instruction could be set
up accordingly. Some' instruction
would doubtless be carried out in
the classroom, but some would utilize to a great extent modern technology in the language lab. Some
would possibly also involve the direct method, confluent approach,
silent way, audio-lingual method,
grammar-translation approach, eclectic method, or total physical response technique.
No less a person than William J.
Bennett of the National EndowTo the Editor:
ment for the Humanities urged in
a lengthy article in The Chronicle
Since my departure from Trinity
of Higher Education last Novemwas announced as final exams beber that we require foreign langan, I would like to bid farewell
here to those students I did not get > guages in our curriculum. In a
devastating report that blasted the
a chance to see before leaving caminadequacies of American educapus. As some of you may know, I
tion as a threat to the nation's fuam moving to Maine. I've enjoyed
ture, the National Commission on
working with you, and wish you
Excellence in Education said: "We
well in your academic and career
believe it is desireable that stuendeavors.
dents achieve proficiency in forThe rest of the staff in the Fieign languages because study of a
nancial Aid Office will be available
foreign language introduces stuto assist you with Work-Study
matters. Be sure to check our bul- dents to non-English-speaking cultures, heightens awareness and
letin board and the announcecomprehension of one's native
ments section of the Tripod for
tongue, and serves the nation's
second sesmester job openings.
needs in commerce, diplomacy, deMy best wishes to you for the
fense, and education." Edward
new year!
Scebold, Executive Director of the
American Council on the Teaching
Sincerely,
of
Foreign Languages, feels "that
, Kathy Mills,
the main outcome of language inAsst. Director,
struction should be the ability to
Financial Aid
In his support of Project One
over the Summer Planning Group,
Professor Hyland states, in so
many words, that the committee
gave the impression they wanted
a foreign language requirement
and that, instead of substituting
something quite different- they
should "fish or cut bait." I certainly agree with Professor Hyland that there is little resemblaijce
between the requirements. My own
field, that of linguistics, like that
of the philosophy of language,
surely comes closer than any to fufilling the stated requirement, but
neither is more nearly equivalent
to learning a foreign language
would be a course in mathematics.
It might be expected that I, as
professor of German and past
chairman of my Department,
would argue strenuously for the
reinstatement of a foreign language requirement. > After all, I
grew up under such a requirement
and taught elsewhere for 13 years
when the requirement was in effect. Furthermore, most of the colleges in the United States still have
some sort of requirement- either
for entrance or exit combined with
some other subject area. Even in
Connecticut, 47% of the institutions have an admissions or grad-

Mills To
Leave Trin

use the language...." Richard
Brod, Director of Foreign Language Programs of the Modern
Language Association, claims: "If
more colleges were to offer an incentive for secondary schools to
provide their students with a general education in foreign languages and if the problems of
articulation could be resolved (a
prospect that new developments in
proficiency testing^ make all the
more promising), then college language departments would indeed
have an appropriate foundation for
liberal education."
Admittedly, there is today a
shifting emphasis in language
studies from literary content to
communication skills. I am not
promoting this; neither am I decrying it. With proficiency come
studies relating to the origin and
structure of language, but also the
history, literature, and cultural evolution of the region where the foreign language is used. A
proficiency requirement would encourage some to study critical languages, of which two, Arabic and
CHinese, are already offered at
. Trinity.
Lastly, I think we all ought to be
accountable, professors as well as
continued on page 10

arship to the world. Still, it must
be admitted that we have hardly
turned ourselves into a research
university, and were President
English to follow the practice of
the President of Weilesley College
and host a lavish dinner each year
for those faculty members who had
published books during that year,
he would hardly jeopardize our balanced budget. No, perhaps the increase in expectation of faculty
publishing does not totally preclude the possibility that somehow
the faculty could avoid the worst
excesses of specialization, that we
could preserve in a significant way
the ideal of breadth of learning
which would not only serve as a
model for our students but enrich
our own intellectual lives as well,
while at the same time not retarding our "professional careers."
But if the phenomenon of specialization has made more difficult
the possibility of the faculty and
the student body preserving a genuine sense of intellectual breadth, ,
it has been all the more destructive
to the ideal of being an intellectual
community. To be a community we
must commune with each other1,
but how will that be possible if we
continue to become more and more
specialized, each and every one of
us, so that we no longer have even
the most superficial knowledge of
what each other is doing? Are we
in danger of reducing ourselves to
a situation where the only "communal" issues which we share are
the mundane affairs of campus politics? If so, I submit, the case is
closed; we are no longer an intellectual community.
But I think the case is not yet
closed, although this article is
moved by a sense of the danger
thereof. One of the convictions
happily shared by Project One and
the Summer Planning Group is a
commitment to making possible,
for students and faculty together,
a sense of a shared experience of
learning — Project One by its
"Plan A and Plan B" proposal, the
Summer Planning Groups by its
"cluster" proposal. The debate
over" the superiority of these proposals may itself sound the opening chord of a renewed sense of
intellectual community. Such is the
cunning of reason. And, irony of
ironies, perhaps there is a compromise.
A number of pervasive issues in
academia and even in our culture
might be said to ride roughshod
over the orthodox division of disciplines now reflected in the orgacontinued on page 10

Death of a Snowman
On Saturday night a group of
people destroyed "Bud" the snowman. The perpetrators were obseerved by the residents of
Funston's first floor. "Bud" was .
built by many Funston residents
and added a special winter touch
to the otherwise gloomy courtyard. We the residents of Funston
understand that a snowman isn't
the most important .thihf in the
world, but we spent many hours
on "Bud" and "Bud" made people •
happy. What kind of childish people would do this? Let it be known
that the residents of Funston are
angry. The people of Funston ask,
"What kind of people are you? y
May you one day feel the sadness,
we feel now. You are now subject
to public embarrassment before
the Trinity community. Why don't
you grow up!
The Residents of Funston Hall
Rick Andreoli
Courtland Sears
Matthew Lees

Chris Doyle
Stephen Paluotto
Paul J. Lasar
Richard E. Hayber
David F. Discenza
Sam Slaymaker
Tom Brown
Tosh Akizawa
Dave Zendzian
SuiZee
Javid Nassiri
Norma Aresti
Dan Goslicki
Doug Williams
Dave Bayliss
John Wilson
TedCoxe
Harry Gigas
Tom Wilson
Chris Elliott
Chuck Chronis
Holly C. Decker
Maria Garcao
Jeffrey Handelman
Tricia Maxon
Steve Kish
Ellen Voynow
H. Scott Poole
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Skatea way
STEPHEN K. GELLMAN • Tripod Columnist
New York is always an interesting city to visit. Life in the city, as
its modest inhabitants always refer to Manhattan, takes place at a
quicker, more hectic pace than any
other city in the United States. Issues seem larger and celebrities
smaller in New York. However, in
the beginning of 1985 this has been
turned upside-down. New York,
the city celebrities love because
they have a chance at anonymity,
has raised one of its millions of
anonymous residents to the status
of mega-celebrity.
Bernard Goetz is well past the
15 minutes of superstar status allotted, to us by Andy Warhol.
Goetz, for the moment, is the dominant figure in New York. T-shirts
celebrate him and songs praise
him. And what has Mr. Goetz
done? Saved people .drowning in
the East River? Rescued someone
from a burning house? (Oh, for it
to be that simple.) No, Bernard
Goetz shot four youths who were
a) threatening him with sharpened
razor blades, b),shaking him down
for five dollars, c) asking for quarters to play video games. The
ABC's of the case will be the basis
of the legal decision and, not being
it, lawyer, it is foolish to even try
to make a legal judgement at this
point. However, there are several
other points that the Goetz incident does raise.
Firstly, what is the nature of riding the subway in New York? Not
being a New Yorker, the thought
that always occurs to me when I
hear about a mugging on a populated subway car is how can it happen with so many people watching?
In fact, this interests me a lot more
than the question of our right to
defend ourselves, It seems that if
people would help one another then
the right and wrong of carrying1 a
gun would be a mute point. This
was my rather naive point of view
before spending a week in New
York.
After watching the New York
talk shows I came to the. conclusion that New Yorkers have such
a profound and deep-seated mistrust of one another that a system
based on safety in numbers cannot
work there. A lady from the local
branch of the NRA (oh, what a fine
organization that is) stated that
everyone in New York knows that
a request for a cigarette or a
quarter is a prelude to murder.
Thank the Lord that I didn't ask
her for directions while I was in
the city,
• Admittedly, her point of view
was an overstatement but it does
reflect a paranoia that seemingly
grows in the concrete environment. Anyone who has been in the

subway knows riot to look at another person while riding. That attitude is bad enough and I'm sure
it leads to many an ulcer, but
what's really scary is to contemplate a car full of armed riders
ready to defend themselves from a
real threat *hat they perceive
everywhere.

It is ludicrous to hold Goete as a
hero, and even more ludicrous to
suggest that people carry a gun as
common practice. More of the socalled "good citizens" of New York
would suffer at the end of a gun
than the "bad people" who commit
crimes on the subway if this became common practice.

continued from page i)
ni/.ation of departments at the
college. These issues seem incapable of being reduced to a set of
themes apportionable to the existing departments or disciplines.
Perhaps the most obvious of these
issues ia technology. To say that
the problem of technology in our
culture can be adequately studied
by taking, say, a physics course, achemistry course, a sociology
course, and a philosophy course, is
to try to fit the issue into a Pro-

Open Windows

my Mother would sit me down in a
A lot of Americans suffer from
room by myself with a #2 pencil
such dreaded diseases as arthritis,
and a piece of that awful math pacancer and multiple sclerosis.
per with the big chunks of wood in
Every year there are telethons
it. For.the rest of that day I would
hosted by people like John Davidattempt to learn a different times
son and Sonny Bono which attable.
tempt to raise money to stamp out
these silent killers. No doubt these
I don't mean to brag, but I
diseases are serious and we should
breezed through the 1's through
do everything we can to end them,
5's tables. After that point, howbut there is one virtually unnoticed
ever, the numbers turn on you.
disease that I think merits at least
They don't follow any intelligible
it's own telethon.
pattern and there are too many to
count on your fingers. By the end
Math Anxiety is not a pretty
of that summer there was no desight. Hopefully my testimonial
nying the fact that I was not deswill provide the incentive for other
tined for mathematical greatness.
sufferers to stand up before society and proclaim their disorder.
My Mother has finally given up
the hope thaj, I will become a great
By the time my Mother was two
years old she had mastered the
four primary mathematical operations and was moving on to the
mysteries of caluculus and trigonometry. Her idea of fun is to add
columns of random numbers in her
head. She is the only person I know
who files her taxes in the long form
and does the whole thing in her
head.
Try to imagine the despair she
continued from page 8
must have felt when it became
painfully apparent early in my life
that not only was I going to be
unconsciously put up with, without
unable to handle calculus, but even
saying a word. But even that has
simple multiplication would perbeen challenged by some people
plex me to this very day. Her first
that have decided to design their
reaction was to accuse the hospital own majors and have achieved it;
of assigning her the wrong baby.
that is scholarly, that is intellecShe then railed at the supreme
tual! And what is more that is darpowers-that-be for giving her a
ing and innovative and works best
child who was hopelessly brain
for the Trinity community. This
damaged.
shows how students do have some
Not one to be daunted by fate,
particular interests that can be exmy Mother set out to forcefully
ploited and broadened by advising
pound mathematical knowledge
rather than imposing. This does
into my unwilling cranium. After
create liberal, free thinking, creaall, how was I to become the next
tive minds. Isn't the ultimate goal
Albert Einstein or Christian Ber- • of education to allow the individual
nard if I couldn't even add and sub- to search, discover, and exploit his/
tract? One of my most vivid
her own interests and motivations
childhood memories is that of the
which will lead to the development
summer after my third grade.
of an independent mind or spirit?
Each morning I would get up and Let's allow the free-thinker that
exists within us to be. born and
emerge; let's not hinder its path!
Let there be mediocrity.
Mediocrity in the Administration.
toward definable goals, ami particA group of people who will have
continued from page 9
ularly of their insufficient recogeverything structured and under
students. If proficiency is the prize,
nition of. the important and varied
control, avoid ing any kind of risks
both groups will work more assidrole to be played by a language
and questioning from students and
uously to accomplish it. New York
study in contemporary American
faculty. This will be excellent for
state plans to institute a junior
education. Specifically, the task
them (but also boring). Control, sehigh language requirement and ex- force believes there is a national
curity, unquestioned authority, papects to organize it around the proneed for persons able to commuternalism, etc., all this works
ficiency model. Texas has passed a
nicate with speakers of other lanperfectly well for absolutely holaw that, starting in 1986, wilt reguages in a variety of situations
mogeneous administrations and inquire a graduate from any educaand for a,variety of purposes and
stitutions. (Ironically enough, it
tion program in foreign languages
lor educated persons who can un- goes completely against the most
to have a certain level of profiderstand, accept, and be enriched
basic capitalistic principles that so
ciency. The College Board also
by an awareness of the cultural diffiercefully this society defends and
supports a proficiency-based model
ferences among the peoples of the
promulgates). But, it can be underas the basis for the foreign lanworld.
standable under the puritanistic
guage recommendations in its 1983
spirit (more than just a spirit) that
Guidelines on Academic Preparathis society lives under.
Richard Brod has told me Trintion for College. In a report on in- ity would be a "trailblazer" if it
Let there be mediocrity.
stitutional language policy, a
Mediocrity in a society that will
were to establish a proficiency redistinguished task force has ac- quirement.
be receiving these well educated
cused institutional policy makers
individuals who will be able to ace
Are we willing to give it a try?
and members of the language
the game of Trivial Pursuit beteaching profession of their failure Donald D. Hook
cause they have read Shakespeare
to direct their collective energies
and can mention three of his plays,
Professor of Modern Languages
they know what logic is (although
they never knew what it is used
for), they have heard about Freud
the
and they dare to condemn him (because they have read one of his

surgeon and is now holding out for
the United States Senate. I'm not
sure how to tell her that not only
do I not want to go to law school,
but the mere thought of entering
politics gives me hives.
With my advanced age has come
the wisdom that a child who lacks
basic math skills is not the worst
thing that can happen to a parent.
I keep telling my Mother that when
I get out of college I can simply
hire people to take care of all of
the math in my life. As far as I'm
'concerned it's not worth it to totally traumatize a child in return
for them being able to recite the
1's through 12's tables. As a matter of fact, nothing is worth that.

The Consequences
Of Mediocrity

Proficiency Requirement

U n i b e d ¥lfay

Has Trinity Attained
Its TelosYet?

°f

Capital Area

books and have read some about
him), they know the names of most
of the European philosophers (although they have never been interested in reading them in their
original languages, and neither
have they been encouraged. What
for, if we have the best translations in English of the original
texts!) they can say "Hola, que
tal!" because like in high school,
they had to take some language
requirement but were never explained the real importance of
knowing a foreign language.
Let there be mediocrity in the
name of pragmatism and effectiveness.
You want mediocrity, "pues
toma mediocrity!"
P.S.- The approach the faculty
and the administration are taking
in regards to the open curriculum
shows an unconscious thought that
education ends for most people
when they receive their Bachelor's
Degree. It also shows a belief that
the end justifies the means. They
believe in a forced, imposed, closed
curriculum to create the freethinking individual that they think
will best exploit our potentials.
They believe they better get a hold
of. us before May 22nd arrives.
Now I can understand the attitude
of many students who try to party
their asses off during their four
years at college because they feel
that it will be it, once May 22nd
arrives. They believe that life as
they would like to live it, will be
over the day of the Commencement.
Let's party, let there be mediocrity and please tell me who I am,
and what will I be? A plumber, a
firewoman, a nurse, a businesswoman, . . .
Cosmetic and immediate changes
are never the best means to remediate a situation. No matter what,
we will always have to go to the
root of the problem, that's an old
principle!
Orlando Gonzalez

crustean bed altogether inadequate to the subject. If we want to
consider adequately the question
of technology — surely an imperative today — we must, in order to
be true to the question, break down
the barriers of the existing disciplines and departments. It is for
this reason that Project One suggested, as one of its rubrics under
Plan A, "the nature of the technological world."
A second issue, similarly irreducible to the confines of existing departments, is the recent revolution
in the area of "cognitive studies."
The astonishingly elaborate process by which we come to know
what we know of our world, the
manifold ways in which that
knowledge occurs, once again
smashes to bits the nice divisions
into, say, "psychological aspects,"
"philosophical aspects," "physiological aspects," etc. It is an issue
which invites, nay demands, agen.uinely inter-disciplinary approach.
That is why Project One suggested, as a second rubric in Plan
A, "modes of knowing."
A third issue, no less irreducible
to orthodox divisions, is the phenomenon referred to occasionally
as "post-modernism,"" or, in another of its guises (here 1 parts over
an elaborate argument), as positivism, or again, in its older appearance, as "relativism" of again, as
nihilism. What each of its guises
shares is the insistence,' whether
in the name of scientific objectivity, the avoidance of "cultural imperialism," the groundlessness of
Being, or cultural sophistication,
that there is no wan-ant, no rationally defensible justification,. for
making a "value judgement" on
any given issue. We seem to be
presented everywhere with a
standpoint based on the ontology
of the .French maxim, /'Chacun a
son qilot," K 'is to- raifee th^ 4 u e s "
(ions presented by (his theme that
Project One suggested, u.s ith third
rubric for Plan A, "views of the
good society." Perhaps it should
rather be called, simply, "the
twentieth century."

But three total courses, as Project One recommends, hardly seem
sufficient to touch even superficially on these decisive questions
of our epoch. Perhaps, taking a cue
from the widsom of the Summer
Planning Group, we should make
at once a more concerted and coordinated curricular attack on
these issues. Perhaps instead of
one course under each rubric, we
should require two courses under
each, where each pair — shall we
call them "clusters?" — would be
carefully coordinated and even
jointly taught by professors from
different disciplines. Or, to carry
the interdisciplinary theme in the
direction it truly belongs, perhaps
each course under each rubric
should be a single, year-long
course, taught by at least'two professors from different disciplines,
carefully worked out in advance to
provide an integrated inquiry into
the given issue. There are no doubt
richer possibilities which our imaginative minds can develop.
Such a program would involve a'
requirement of six courses. Six
courses out of thirty-six (or thirtyfour); hardly a destruction, not
even a deconstruction, of the open
curriculum. Nor would it ask the
faculty to throw aside the concentrated interests of our respective
fields of specialization. What would
we gain by it? Perhaps we would
gain an experience of shared inquiry, not confined to specific fields
of concentration, where not just a
group of students with this or that
faculty member, but. students and
several faculty members together,
concentrated their questions and
their knowledge on a topic germane to all our fields but reducible
to none. Perhaps, just perhaps, we
could nurture an intellectual community. "If one does not hope, one
will'not find the un-hoped for."
(Heraclitus, fragment 18).
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JOIN THE FEW, THE PROUD, THE SILLY,
THE TRIPOD STAFF.

Ever wonder who puts out this rag? Tired of seeing the same names in print
over and over again? You think this is a Mickey Mouse organization? Why
don't you get out of your beanbag and do something about it! Even if you
don't like writing, The Tripod has a place for you, and, if you can write or
take photographs, well, that's even better! Come down to the Tripod office
Tuesday night at 7:00 and meet the faces behind the names you see. We
promise, it won't be a painful experience and hey! you might have something
to put on your resume!

NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY.
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RTS A N D STUFF
Christopher Corbett
Arts Editor

On Sunday, Daedalus Productions of New York City presented
the
award-winning
musical
"AIN'T MISBEHAVIN" in the
Goodwin Theatre. This event was
sponsored by the Trinity Coalition
of Blacks and the Austin Arts Center. The show won a "Tony',' as
Best Musical, and the N.Y. Drama
Critics Circle, as well as the Outer
Circle. After its four-year run on
Broadway, the show continues to
delight audiences as it travels
around the country, as evidenced
by the enthusiastic support given
by the Trinity community.
Consisting of some thirty songs
written or made famous by one of
America's most beloved jazzmen,
Thomas "Fats" Waller, "AIN'T
MISBEHAVIN'" recreates the atmosphere of a delectably lowdown
Harlem nightclub of the 1930's,
Along with its title song, it offers
rousing renditions of such Waller
classics as "Honeysuckle "Rose",
"I Can't Give You Anything But
Love", "The Joint Is Jumpin" and
"I'm Gonna Sit Right Down And
Write Myself A Letter."
Some of the show's moments recreate the style of Fats Waller's
own onstage and movie clowning
— like the clonelike duplication of
"Your Feet's Too Big" and the
company's foot-stomping rendition of Waller's first song recording, "T Ain't Nobody's Biz-ness II1
I Do." While this musical makes
no attempt to. tell Waller's life
story, the production is a joyous
celebration of his incredible appetite for life.
:
Along with Louis Armstrong,
Fats Waller was one of the first
black superstars to succeed in the
white world. Because he was so

Trinity's
Student
Poet
Mara Eilenberg, a senior here at
Trinity, has' been named a Connecticut Student Poet for 1985> .
Mara is one of only four Connecticut college students who were chosen on the basis of a statewide
competition sponsored by the Connecticut Poetry Circuit.
Mara has served as both editor
and contributor to the Review, and
has written arts reviews for the
Tripod. She has received a number
of awards during her college career, including first prize in the
John Curtis Underwood Memorial
Prize in Poetry junior year, and
third prize sophomore year.
Mara, along with three other
Connecticut Student Poets, will be !
reading her poetry on January 31
at 8 p.m. in the Faculty Club,
Hamlin Hall. The poetry reading is
open to the public and free of.
charge.

prolific and so robust, and so successful a comic entertainer, the
fact of his superb and full-range
musicianship frequently went unnoticed. The comedy of his lyrics
and music could convulse audiences with laughter, as "AIN'T
MISBEHAVIN" so gloriously
demonstrates in its rendition of
"Your Feet's Too Big", "The Viper's Drag" and " F a t and
Greasy." But Fats could also cap-

AIN'T MISBEHAVIN'
Struts its Stuff Across
the Goodwin Stage
ture the soul of his people in "Black
and Blue", a song performed at
the end of the show which portrays
the trials of being a Black American in 1929.
As with Waller's own life,
"AIN'T MISBEHAVIN" celebrates the joyful aspects of living,
but always with a sense of irony
underlying the -fun. Fats Waller
would have approved. The show's
original director, Richard Maltby,
summed up the show's appeal this
way: "This is not nostalgia. Somehow Waller is saying something to
our audience. A whole philosophy
of life: not taking things too seriously...laughing in adversity as
well as good times and in effect
saying 'Do it! Eat that extra meal,
drink that extra bottle, grab that
•extra romance...Man, don't worry
about it, do it!' He preached it all
with such a sense of humor you
couldn't disagree with him. He
makes you feel so good."

"It is one of those rare heart-stopping-, ballyhoolin', foot-sloinpin' shows that sets you ablaze with its
electrifying1 fever."

Bou at the Movies:
The Flamingo Kid
pains in growing up and the provby Lawrence Bou
erbial adolescent turmoils. Although Dillon is undoubtedly the
star, the supporting cast is more
than adequate, especially knockout
Janet Jones, whose presence
makes all males wish- that they
Matt Dillon's new movie, other- were in Dillon's shoes.
wise known as "The Flamingo In short, "The Flamingo Kid" is
Kid," is a very likable film aimed good, not great. The acting is adat the teen viewing audience. Dil- equate, but it is the story and not
lon sheds his hard-ass image a bit the acting that sells movies to toand is shown in a more favorable day's younger generation. In the
midst of our frigid winter, "The
light as a sweet kid. •. .
One can identify with Dillon's Flamingo Kid',' is a nice escape to
a warm summer.

AH the colors that didn't make it
into the rainbow made it in vinyl
siding.
I'm the person your m other
warned you about.

Indeed, the show did make you
feel good; more than good. It is
one of those rare heart-stopping,
bally-hootin', foot-stompin' shows
that sets you ablaze with its electrifying fever. With an impressive
cast and dynamic direction, the
show was quality fun and wholly
worthwhile.
This season at the Arts Center
has started KMNrcQui )Mftgfl flCyou.
missed this e i M t t f 'piMuc'fiori
there is no reason to despair. Use
your performance pass and come
enjoy the arts at Trinity.

CAKCAK
Dear Reader,
As the new Arts editqr I welcome you to the world of the Arts
at Trinity College. I expect to include many lively and entertaining
articles of merit and interest to all
members of the Trinity community. As a reader you will surely
notice the inclusion of a, new and
unusual vocabulary, unique to this
section. Here Ido not refer to misen»scene, etc. What I am talking
about are words such as CAK, If
you do not know what CAK is reread the first three sentences of
this article. If you did just that,
then you were oppressed — more
about that later.
Getting back to this CAK business, some clarification of the term
seems to be in order. What is CAK?
Some good examples: the ratatouille (pronounced rat-a-tool-ey)
crepe, muffins, quiche, soup and
dessert topping at SAGA; the latest Senate Subcomitte Report on
the breakdown of the stratified social system of high mountain goats;
The Journal of Psychedelic Drugs;
The Trinity Observer. CAK is anything longer than three words,
higher than three inches, longer
than three minutes and three seconds, which does not bear any relevance, significance or meaning to
your life, or for that matter, anyone else's.

Another word that is vital to
your new vocabulary and sure to
appear regularly on these pages is
OPPRESSION. An OPPRESSION is when you have to sit
through a Friday 1:15 CAK lecture on the philosophic implications of spelling theater, theatre,
and pronouncing it theater. To all
seniors:. OPPRESSION is writing
your thesis; CAK is what your advisor says it is. To anyone who has
ever stayed up all night (in
Hallden) writing a paper (due at
8:30) only to have the laser go
down at 8:05. You have been OPPRESSED. All .of you who voted
for Mondale; all men who have to
fake orgasm; the housing lottery;
OPPRESSION.
If you have read through this entire article you have been OPPRESSED, and hopefully have
realized that it is entirely CAK.

GAK
CAK
CAK CAK
K CAK CAK
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RTS A N D STUFF
Balwant Gargi, a native of India,
is the new director-in-residence
here at Trinity. During his stay he
will direct the play, The Little Grey
Cartin conjunction with a worldwide festival sponsored by the Indian government. There will be an
open house for all students on
Wednesday, January 23, at 4:15
p.m. in Garmany Hall. This will be
an opportunity to meet Mr. Gargi,
who was director at Vassar Col-

form where all arts meet. In the
Indian tradition we have drama,
music, and dance together in one
form, collectively expressed in the
theater. And here is the chance because here the disciplines are run
in that manner.
Q:That is really opposed to spoken word theater?
A:Yes.
Q:Do you personally find the In-

directors, and new experiments in
America, are going beyond this
spoken word and method acting
type of theater.
Q:Have you always used this Indian form with a hybrid of dance
and music?
A:No, it is not a hybrid. The
whole approach of theater is that
dance, music, spoken word, masks,
colors, chants, rituals, design, decour — all that, and movement,

Gargi Comes to Trinity
lege last year, and previously
taught at the University of Washivhon at Seattle.
The following are"excerpts from
an interview with Balwant Gargi.
Q:Why did you come to the
United States in the first place?
A:I think the United States decided for me. They invited me to
come and direct a play The Little
Grey Cartai Trinity, and I thought
it was very interesting because
here was a Theater and Dance department that work together, and
my work and my conception of
theater is that theater is is an art

r

By Vordo
Assistant Arts Editor
dian form more exciting and expressive?
A:I think theater has an international launguage. When I go see
a performance of a German play or
a Russian play, I don't consider
that it has to be in the Indian language.
Spoken word theater is very limited-dated I would say, and this old
method acting is very, very old
fashioned. I don't know how it is
popular in America today, but new

that makes theater. Spoken word
is like only reading out from the
texts on stage in costumes; that's
really not theater. It's not hybrid
theater, it's real theater. It's thelheater...My theater is many dimensional,
many
levels,
and
invigorates and stimulates all your
senses. Physically all your senses
must be awakened, not just your
ears.
Q:When did you find a transition
from doing Western theater to Indian theater?
A:By comming to the West. I
came to the West and found the
best experimental work of Bertolt Brecht, and many others who are
•
avant-garde and going ahead. With
these sensations in the West, I reQ: Where is The Little Grey Cartalized they were taking inspiration
going to be done in the Austin Arts
from Asian forms (especially BerCenter?
tolt Brecht). So I went back to my
A:In the Goodwin Theater on
country and discovered the vitality
this thrust stage. I am using the
of these folk forms and folk conthrust stage.
ventions, as well as traditional
Q:So it is almosf'in a round"
forms, and I used them in my
type of experience, like the earlier
plays. Not in all of my plays, but
production?
in some.
A:Partially, but every production is a new experience, because
I will be using different types of
1 chose this play, The Little Grey
costumes, styles of music, and new
Cart,-for IMnity College for one
players.: Here we have got many
reason — becausei this play has uni- ::
dancers, so that will help a lot. And
versa! characters. My current proI am using many acrobats,
duction on campus is a fourth
clowns,...mimes, dancers, musicentury play written by a king. His
cians, singers, chanters — everyname was Shudraka, and he only
one. I would like to draw them in
wrote .one play which has been
to the production.
staged almost all over the world —
in Moscow, in New York earlier in
Q:When will The Little Grey
1954, and in many other parts of
Cartbe performed?
the world. This play...doesn't have
A:The 24th of April, in the GoodEastern traditional actors, or refwin Theater.
erences to mythology. It is about a
Q:Did you write this play?
beautiful courtisan and a poor but
A: Yes, I wrote this play long ago.
handsome young merchant The
Q:How many plays have you
other characters are gamblers,.
written?
crooks, bastards, villans, a lustful
A:Twelve major, plays, thirty-five
brother-in-law of the king, execushort plays, and a novel and short
tioners, a noble thief, a corrupt
stories and sketches; and two
judge, cart drivers, and elephant
books on theater.
!smers; all these are characters
Thank you, Mr. Gargi. We wel'that are very interesting, even tocome you and wish' you much sucday...the world of crookery hasn't
cess here at Trinity.
iied, and these people who are in
this play, they are universal. That
is why I chose this play. It is easily
actable, and it has a cast of maybe
28...characters. I will be using dancers in it to duplicate roles.
Some...actors will play three characters.

Trinity helps support THE FESTIVAL OF INDIA with Mr. Gargi's efforts to introduce Indian

Gargi

Q:Have you produced this play
before?
A.-Earlier, in the theater in the
round.

folk arts to the U.S.

LI11

CAMP

UnibedWSay
of the Capital Area
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ORLD OUTLOOK
IN THE NEWS
by Christina M. Gonzalez
World Outlook Editor

Abortion Clinic Bombings:Reaction Shows Trouble
If over two dozen churches, synagogues or day care centers had
been bombed in 1984, there is no
doubt there would be a national
investigation, During the last year,
while there were more than this
number of bombings and arson attacks on abortion clinics throughout the country, no national
investigation has been undertaken.
William Webster, Director of the
Federal Bureau of. Investigation,
stated that the attacks on abortion
clinics do not constitute "terrorism" because they were not committed by an "organized group"
that publicly took responsibility for
the attacks.
This lack of evidence of a group
connection to the attacks or a conspiracy means the attacks are not
classified as terroristic, according
to Webster. He elaborated in a
New York Times interview by saying that the F.B.I, only investigates "true terrorism that aims to
overthrow the Government"; attacks on abortion clinics-considered not politically motivated-are
"a low priority." :
This was a dangerously narrowminded statement, one particularly disturbing coming from a
Government official. By making
such comments, Webster is indirectly sanctioning terrorists who
blow up abortion clinics as long as
they don't take credit for it.
Because these acts of violence
are being made against abortion
clinics they become overshadowed
by the conflicting views concern-

member of .his administration to
come out publically against abortion is not being questioned here.
My concern is that this strongly
held view is obscuring their respect for law and civil liberties.

MORAUTYQUIZ
6Y ViCiOU&

WHO. Have NO
foR HUMaHiTY To
BLOW UP.Poi.iT/caL.

B
6op-FeaRrNG -citizen?)'
To PeMoNSTRaTe
TrieiR BSLieF iN THe
SancTiTV of

B>S BLOVJiNG UP

WHICH iS WHiCH?
ing abortion. This should not be
the case. Terrorism is the issue
here not abortion, Regardless of
ones position on abortion, no one
had the right to bomb, vandalize,
or threaten these clinics or any
other legal organization.

What are the circumstances that
have allowed such a disregard for
the protection of citizens by their
own Government?
Abortion has become a political
issue. During the last two presidential campaigns President Re-

ROCKS' MT^J.

agan ran on platforms that
included a pledge to appoint United
States Supreme Court Justices
who are opposed to abortion. Several high officials have promised a
"pro-life Adminstration."
The right of the President or any

Abortion is legal in the United
States. This week marks 12 years
since the U.S. Supreme Court
ruled in its landmark Roe vs. Wade
decision that abortion is legal.
Therefore, despite personal convictions agaisnt abortion, President Reagan and all federal
officials are sworn to uphold the
law which secures the right of
women to have abortions.
Bombing and vandalism against
abortion clinics endangers this
right. Legally, the safety of the
medical personel and the women
in these facilities must be insured.
In order to do this an investigation must take place on a national
level. The right to seek an abortion
has been made a political issue and
despite Mr. Websters comments
those concerned must be protected. The fact that no one has
been injured in any of these incidents of violence is not a reason to
fail to make every effort to stop
them.
Ultimately, the issue is whether
or not abortion will become a crime
against the state. As of now it is
not,, so it deserves the protection
it is guaranteed under the law. By
not taking forceful action against
ernment is only encouraging further violence.

Reagan's Musical Chairs
Leaves Public Confused The Disaster In India Provides Lesson
by Bridget McCormack
World Outlook Staff
Does anyone know exactly who's
who in the White House? So many
cabinet members have either quit
or switched jobs in the past month
that Lam not even sure our President can answer that question. Let
me try and piece some of it together, starting with resignations.
Probably the biggest loss to
President Reagan is the resignation of Michael Deaver, Deputy
White House Chief of Staff, who
decided to jump ship in mid-December. Then there is Attorney
General William Smith who has
wanted to resign to return to private practice for quite some time.
The list grows longer with T.H.
Bell, Education Secretary resigning to return to a teaching job in
Utah. There is William P. Clark,
Interior Secretary, who is resigning to return to private life. William Ruckelshaus, Head of the,
Environmental Protection Agency,
also resigned. Jeane Kirkpatrick,
Chief Delagate to the United Nations, says she, also, intends to resign. •
Now for the position switching.
The biggest change,, and my personal favorite, is the Baker-Regan
;wap. James Baker, the White
House Chief of Staff is how chosen
to be the Treasury Secretary. And
Donald Regan, the Treasury Secretary, is to be the White House
hief of Staff. "This is like telling •
the piano player or even the Director of the orchestra to play the fiddle," writes. James Reston in the
New York Times,
Energy Secretary Donald Hodel.
3 to become Interior' Secretary,
ohn Herrington, White HOuse
ersonel Director, is to move to
he Energy Department. And Wilian Bonnet, head the National Enowment for the Humanities, is to
u named Education Secretary.

Aside from resignations and jobswapping there is one man wh
will be absent from the cabinet foi
a reason other than these two, H>
raymond Donovan, Transporta
tion Sectretary who is on leavi
without pay to defend himseli
against an indictment.
It seems to, me that there are an
awful lot of people taking them
selves'out of the game or just call
ing their own signals! But no
many answers were giverr to th
cause behind all of these changes
Maybe that is because the lastesi
changes were revealed at the perfect time to play second fiddle
the Geneva peace talks. A kind o:
social judo, if you will. .
And who is in charge? Certainty
our president did not initiate thesi
changes. He does not like chang
and has no reason for needing it,
rle proved he had the overwhelmng support of the public with th
did boys-why would he want new
ones?
And not even President Reagar
.can actually believe that Mr. Bake
Jhas some1 hidden talent for getting
irid of the alarming trade and
budget deficits. Nor can anyon
believe that Mr. Regan wouli
somehow make a better chief o:
staff than Mr. Baker.
Surely Mr. Reagan did not com
up with these changes himself. Regan and Baker did, as did Deaver,
Smith and Clark. Apparently Reagan did not have much to do with
the decision at all, except fo
maybe a submissive wave and ,
smile.
When this many people leav
their positions it is crucial for the
public to ask why it is so. What i
going on here? Who is in control
The President's cabinet is not th
safest place to play musical chairs

by Andrew Rougier-Chapman
Last month the worst disaster in
.
World Outlook,Staff
industrial history killed 2,500'people and seriously injured over
bide India,Ltd., were not as.high
50,000. It was caused by a leak of
as Union Carbide's standards in
poisonous gas, methyl isocynate
the United States. The plant's staff
used in the manufacture of pestiin India had recently been reduced
cides, at the Union Carbide chemand given shorter hours.
ical plant in Bhopal, India.
In addition many highly-quali-.
A cursory study of Union Carfied members of the staff that had
bide's high safety standing does
received training in safety measnot coincide with an accident of
ures in the U.S. had been transthis enormity. Union Carbide, the
ferred and replaced by workers
parent company of Union Carbide
who were not as qualified. There
India Ltd., has a respectable enviwere also numerous gas leaks preronmental health and safety repuvious to the disaster that caused
tation.
••,••••
the death of one of the workers.
Although once a favorite target . . The different set of standards is
of environmentalists who referred
most.clearly discerned by the fact
to Union Carbide's iron-alloy plant.
that the Indian.plant did not have
in West Virginia as ''the smokiet
a computerised early-warning sysfactory in the world," Union Gartem like the West Virginia plant
bide has since then vastly imnor small safer cylinders to store
proved its reputation at home.
the methyl isocynate rather than
the huge tanks used in Bhopal.
Furthermore, Union Carbide's
Smaller containers could have
response to the disaster was extremely rapid and commendable.... avoided the pressure build-up or
the warning-system could have reNot only did a number of experts
vealed the danger in time to avert
dispatch from the company's Danitbury, Connecticut, headquarters to
Union Carbide is not only comBhopal but also Mr. Warren Anpany that applies a lower set of
derson, chairman of the company.
standards in India and the rest of
Upon arrival Anderson was arthe Third World. The Manville
rested on five criminal charges
Corporation, the largest producer
connected with the accident and
of asbestos in the U.S., is the most
later released on bail.
noteworthy example. Three years
However, his harsh decision to
ago it 'subjected an Indian comvisit the disaster site revealed his
munity as well its employees to
concern which the American pubthat cancer-causing agent.
lic and the Indian public were quick
to recognize. Union Carbide even
The ' foreign companies in the
shut down a sister plant in Insti, Third World countries should not
tute, West Virginia until the cause
take all the blame since many of
of the Indian disaster is discovered
those countries directly and indiand offered $1,800,000 in aid to
rectly invited conditions which are
victims. This offer was promptly
no longer acceptable in the develrejected by Mr. Arjun Singh, chief
oped nations.
minister of state in favor of court
They invite hazardous conditions
proceedings.
• by employing too few inspectors in
A closer look, though, reveals
a very conscious effort to attract
that the standards at Union Carforeign business. Indirectly they do

this by being unable to afford the
large bureaucracies necessary to
police native industry as well as
foreign industry.
• The Bhopal incident is no exception. • The state governemt of
Mahya Pradesh did not satisfactorily discharge its own health and
safety duties. Furthermore, Mr.
Rejiv Gandhi has admitted that the
government should never have allowed shanties to appear alongside
the plant.
As for the immediate future,
steps are already being taken to
eliminate the causes of this tragedy. Many governments, including
are own, are pressing for tighter
safety and environmental regulations.
Authorities in Brazil have restricted methyl isocyanate and
other countries are expected to do
the same. Possibly the most important result is the new life given to
a code of conduct for chemical
companies that has been delayed
for a long time By the U.S. and
many European countries at the
Organization for Economic Cooperation and the Development in
Paris.
Further down the road the worst
non-war disaster may result in less
foreign
ventures.
The
$35,000,000,000 worth of law suits
filed and the undeterminable
amount yet to be filed leaving the
future of Union Carbide in question has certainly served as a
warning beacon.
In the future, many companies
may not be willingly to risk at the
best their reputations and the
worst their very existence.
."Maybe," in Mr. Warren Anderson's words "some benefit will
come out of this and in terms of
how people do things in other parts
of the world."
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ORLD OUTLOOK
Trinity Student Helps Ethiopians In Israel
by Marc Rashba

This is a story, not of a democratic society rescuing the oppressed of a deadly Marxist
regime, but rather one of the only
countries in the world to save a
starving people for the sake of humanity, and bring them back to
their idealogical home.'Israel was
the only nation in the world to recognize the graveness of the Ethiopian situation years ago, and
undertake immediate measures to
save a people...their people.
The rescue mission was comparable to Entebbe, not in its military brilliance, but rather in its
political and nationalistic triumph.
Over 10,000 of the Falashas (ones
without a place), hostages of famine, drought, and military
suppression, now have a home.
Being part of an American Jewish agency which allocated funds
for this project, along with many
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other undertakings, gave me the
opportunity to meet and work with
these Falashas shortly after their
arrival in Israel.
They either reside in" a family absorption center, or for the less fortunate orphans, in a youth
immigration center. Unlike a majority of the pictures you have been
seeing in the media, these Ethiopians have been nursed to health
and await the'challenge of immersing themselves in to an alien society, which welcomes them

wholeheartedly- Upon my arriva'
to these eenters, instead of teaching them basic drawing skills, I had
to teach them the'real basics, like
which end of the .pencil to write
with.
The older kids took a strong liking to the sport «f frisbee, as we
embarked on the most massively
confusing game of ultimate frisbee. The only compensation for my
menial teaching efforts and the Israelis' "Project Moses" (as it was
code named) are the smiles of ap-

preciation that radiate from every
face, from the children to the parents that cradle them so deafly.

world. It is going to take time,
care, and dollars to keep the process going and the hope alive for
the so-called Falashas living in the
world.

All the stories you migiit. have
heard about these Falashas, *ot
knowing how to tie a shoelace, or
using toilets as a water fountain
are quite true. These problems
shall be overcome in the absorption process. It is going to be a lot
harder to explain the concept of
prejudice1, especially sirice there
are remnants of it living in Israel,
as well as everywhere else in the

And that is the story, short because of a bureaucratic bungle that
politically pressured Sudan to shut
down operations, trapping the few
thousand remaining Falashas, but
sweet because over 10,000 now
have an outlook on life filled with
promise.
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ORE SPORTS
Men's Hoop Goes To Britain
The men's basketball team travelled to England over Christmas
Break. Tri-captain Ken Abere
kept a brief log of the trip for the
Tripod.

to Swindon in the afternoon to
watch the Swindon Rakers game.
Tom King and Steve Bracken combined for 60 points to lead the way
to a nine point victory. That night
we practiced at the local gym from
7:00-10:00. Then we ate at Beefeaters, a local resturant where we
experienced our first American
food in Britan.
Early the next day we returned
to London. We shopped in Harrod's which is located in South
Kensington near our hotel until
lunch time. We then took the sub-

way into London for the remainder of the day. That evening we
had a team dinner at Deno's, possibly the worst place in London at
which to dine. We spent New
Year's Eve in Trafalgar Square
which was quite a sconce!
During our last day in London
we saw the changing of the guard,
London Bridge, Westminster,
etc.... on our final tour. The next
morning we took a train from Victoria Station to Gatwiek and a
plain to Boston. That concluded
our journey.

We departed on the day after
Christmas from Logan Airport in
Boston and, after an all-night
flight, arrived at Gatwiek Airport
outside of London at 7:00am.
We spent Day 1 sightseeing in
London at the traditional haunts:
Big Ben,' Westminster Abbey,
Buckingham Palace etc....as well
as the local pubs. That evening we
travelled by bus to Swindon; the
home of former Trinity basketball
players Tom King and Steve
Bracken'.
After a good night's sleep to rid
ourselves of jet lag, we practiced
at a U.S. Air Force base near
Swindon. That night, the team
congregated at Posh's, a local
disco, which was most interesting.
Day 3 was spent shopping in
Swindon where .most of us grabbed
at least a few sweaters. That afternoon we scrimmaged a local team
at the Air Force base. The evening
was spent at various pubs where
we took advantage of the strong
dollar.
Day 4 brought a team outing to
the city of Bath and a view of the
rocks at Stonehenge. We returned
The opening tap in Trinity's loss against King's Point.

Mike Donovan dribbles against Wesleyan.

BLOOM COUMTT
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Creative decision-making.
Ifs the rule, not the exception, at Chubb,

Members of Chubb's National Personal Lines Division, Joan Thompson ('82) and Greg Velett will be
on hand Thursday, January 24, 1985 beginning at 7:00
p.m. in the Alumni Lounge. We cordially invite you
to stop by for wine and cheese and learn a.little more
about Chubb's innovative way of doing business. If
you're a creative thinker, you will be interested to hear
what we have to say.
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IN YOU. ,

by Berke Breathed
mm you.

The property/casualty insurance business demands an
ability to make carefully calculated, creative decisions.
Because it's the element of risk that makes insurance
necessary—and exciting. Property and casualty insurance involves the highest sort of risk, and is the
least predictable form of insurance.
Why? It has been said that people die more or less
"on schedule." But who can predict when—or if— a
bridge will collapse, an ocean liner will sink, a trusted
employee will embezzle, or a home will be burglarized?
Creative thinkers make successful property/casualty insurance professionals. And we should know. It's
been our business for over 100 years.
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ORE SPORTS
Men's
Squash
Nicks
Green

Wrestling
Suffers
Bad Luck
Twice

by Nicholas Ritchie
Sports Staff Writer
The men's squash team won its
first match of the New Year
against Dartmouth 9-1. The match
offered many exciting five-game
matches which could have gone
either way.
Trinity's top two players, Bill
Doyle and Mike Georgy, proved
their strength by eliminating each
of their opponents, Cutler and
Cuthbert respectively, 3-0. Doyle
triumphed 15-9,15-4,15-8 and
Georgy rolled to a 15-12,15-10,1510 victory.
Number three, J.D. Cregan, lost
the only match for Trinity to Dartmouth's Oman. Cregan took the
first two games easily, 15-7,15-6
but of the last three he said, "I lost
my concentration." Cregan was
abroad last semester, playing only
softball squash, which affected his
strokes.
Cregan was one of three players
(along with Villari and Kapleus) to
return from semesters abroad. At
positions three, four, and nine their
return not only strengthens the top
of the ladder but adds depth in the
equally important second half of
the ladder.
At number four, Villari beat
Dartmouth's Paul 15-8,12-15,1511,15-7. Though he dropped the,
second game, it was clear in the
fourth game that Villari was the
better player as he made almost
no errors.
John Conway had a thriller of a
match agaisnt Olsen. He won the

by Gabe Harris
Senior Sports Staff
Some things just are not meant
to be; the Trinity wrestling team
can tell you that. The Bantams
travelled to the University of
Hartford Saturday to take on
UHart and Amherst, losing two
matches they could have just as
easily won.
The Bants opened up aginst Amherst and the Lord Jeffs took control early, taking the first four
matches and tying the fifth. Trinity battled back, with Ian Brodie
Susan Deer finishes the thirty-seventh lap of her victory in the thousand freestyle.
registering six points with a pin
and Jerome Kapleus beat Hunt 3Doyle, Trinity's captain, noted
first game 15-12, but proceeded to
and Joe Adam adding another six
0. Kapleus had been playing softthat each match the opponent is
lose the next two 15-7,15-14. The
team points with a 15-0 decision.
ball until recently and said "it has
especially "gunning for us as this
fourth game came down to 13-13
With two matches to go, the
been hard getting back, but the
year we are one of the teams to
and a tie breaker which Conway
Bants were down just seven points.
week
of
double
practices
has
really
beat."
He
mentioned
a
match
this
won 5-2. In the fifth Conway and
190-pounder Will Thomas and
helped."
Wednesday at 7:00 against an exOlsen traded points up to 10-10, at
heavyweight Arnie Amore both,
tremely tough Yale squad and the
which point Conway took control
In the final position Art Strome
won their matches, but since both
road trip February 1 and 2 against
to finish the match 15-11.
beat Brunder 15-9,12-15,18-14,15were
close and worth only three
Navy and Franklin and Marshall.
11. Strome noticed that "[he] lost
Trinity's Doug Burbank played a
points, Trinity lost by one.
the points that [he] shot," but he
fine match against Groves, winThe UHart match was more of
won when he kept the points long.
ning 15-2,15-8,15-8. He felt he
the same, as hard luck once again
played well but said he would like
Dartmouth coach Chuck Kenyon
piayed a role in the Bantams' de"to work on a three wall, espewas clearly disappointed. He said
feat. UHart, a team much imcially on the forehand side."
"I thought that the five gamers
proved over last year due to four
could have gone either way, makPaul Stauffer had a tough match
new scholarship athletes (the uniing the match far closer."
against Kong. The match came
versity recently elevated to DiviHe also commented on the rudown to a tie breaker in the fifth
sion I status), started off strongly,
mor that Dartmouth, is going- to
game at which point he broke his
winning a forfeit-at 118 and victoeliminate ;its squash program.' "It
last racquet and had'to borrow an
ries at 126 arid 184.
is completely false." He added "in
unfamiliar racquet. Stauffer proTrinity came back again on the
fact I have been assured by the
ceeded to win a close tie breaker
strength of impressive victories by
president [of Dartmouth] that
and the match.
Nick Veronis and Mark Weiland.
Dartmouth will be building new faSandy Monaghan beat DartThen lady luck slapped the Bants
cilities in the near future."
mouth's Meilen 15-9,15-4,15-12
in the face, as Brodie sustained a
knee injury in the, second period of
a very close match. After that forfeit, Trinity never quite recovered,
and despite two UHart forfeits and
a strong- finishing effort by Amore,
fortable lead of 39-12.
Jamilkowski, Phil Drinkaus, and
Trinity lost the match by four
Paul Drinkaus is a recent addiCraig Rasmussen gave Trinity an
For Business and Industry, Inc. points.
tion to Trinty having just transearly lead in the 400 medley relay.
The Bants began 1985 with a 29ferred from Colorado. Drinkaus1
Tim Raftis and Jim Loughlin fol12 loss to Western New England
speciality is the butterfly, and he
lowed in the second event with an
last Tuesday,
will be a welcome addition to the
one-two finish in the 1000 freesteam. Drinkaus took first in the
tyle.
200 butterfly.
Dave Lamarche and Rasmussen
By the 200 butterfly it was clear
went one-two again for Trinity in
that Trinity had won. Coach Chet
the 200 freestyle. Last year Rex
McPhee, however, had other reaDyer was beaten twice by Union's
sons to be pleased. Jamilkowski
Andy Crossley. This year Dyer got
performed very well in the 400
his revenge with a win over Crosmedley relay. He also had his best
sley in the 50 freestyle. Three
day in the 200 breaststroke.
events later Trinity had the comMcPhee was also pleased with
freshman Ian Feinhandler. Feinhandler put forth a good performance on Saturday, and McPhee
feels that with time Feinhandler
will improve.
Lamarche had a noteworthy performance in the 500 freestyle with
ting, caught up and tied the score
his first place finish. Lamarche is
with three minutes left.
not a distance swimmer, and his
Sheila Ahdrus then went twofinish, which was nearly thirty secfor-two from the free throw line.
onds ahead of the nearest Union
Betsy Jones also contributed to the
swimmer, was a pleasant surprise.
victory with two baskets near the
Next week the men will face
end making the final score 69-64.
Weseylan away. Weseylan ap"They played a fast-paced game
pears to be the stronger of the two
and there was a lot of intensity in
' teams. The men will face an uphill
both teams," noted Erlandson.
battle. .
Although the Bants are in general a more skilled team than Coast
Guard, this was not an easy game
for them. Co-captain Karen Rodgers said of Coast Guard, "they're
not a great team but they keep
playing until the very end."
Trinity struggled to keep ahead
and did not have a very good
shooting percentage. Erlandson
said, "I give credit to Coast Guard,
but I don't discredit Trinity.:1
This Wednesday Trinity will face
Clark at home at 7:00. Clark has
been the winner of various. DiviBill Pfhol holds up Trinity's Liberty Bank Classic Championship trosion III championships.
phy.

Men's Swimmers Whip Union
by Tom Swiers
Senior Sports Staff
It has been a nice week for Trinity swimming. The men won an
easy victory over Union on Saturday. The score was 57-35, but this
score does not reflect Trinity's
dominance, because many of the
Trinity swimmers were, entered
into events only as exhibition
swimmers. This kept the score
from getting out of hand.
The team of Chris Robbins, Mark

Women's Basketball Gets
Past Coast Guard Five
by Tina Vigilucci
Sports Staff Writer
During Christmas vacation,
when most Trinity students were
relaxing and taking it easy, the
women's basketball team was battling- in Ireland against various
Irish teams.
The experience proved to be favorable for the Bantams. According to Coach Karen Erlandson the
Irish teams had a very fast paced
game which the Bants learned to
play and control. Erlandson added,
"it improved the team's cohesiveness and gave it a new appreciation for the sport."
The Bantams then came back to
Hartford and defeated Coast
Guard on the road in their first
game of the new semester.
Trinity held a slight lead
throughout most of the game.
However, Coast Guard, a team
with a reputation for never quit-

WRTC

89.3 FM.

Combined
Health
Appeal
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Frank Marchese: 1921-1985
by Nick Noble
Special to the Tripod
On January 3rd, 1985, Frank
Marchese died. In 1983 he had retired from his position as Trinity's
equipment manager at the Ferris
Athletic Center. He had been with
the College for thirty-three years.
Those are the facts, but plain facts
seem impersonal, and Frank
Marchese was a very personal
man.
If you were involved at all with
athletics at Trinity, Frank was a
. hard man to forget. His gruff, irascible manner was legend on campus, as he stood behind his
equipment window, dispensing
towels, locker combinations, sage
counsel and a wealth of off-beat
humor and old Dan Jesse anecdotes. His disapproving glare
would wilt even the strongest linebacker, but you also knew when
Frank approved of something you
had done. You always knew where
Frank stood; he left little room for
ambiguities. I met him late in my freshmen
year, while covering the baseball
team. During my ten seasons as a
Tripod sportswriter and my subsequent two years as Trinity's
sports information director, I
never knew anyone more actively
concerned with the fortunes of

Frank prowling the sidelines of
a variety of contests, scowling,
smiling, greeting old friends, handling broken and battered equipment. Frank sitting in his office,
the Ferris equipment room, barechested at his desk next, to the
sewing machine, sipping coffee and
offering donuts (drop a quarter in
the container). Frank at team banquets, delighting in young company which kept him young at
heart, surrounded by his friends,
his players. Frank standing on the
north steps of Ferris late on a
weekday afternoon, the tennis
courts to his left, Jessee Field
ahead in the distance, waiting for
his players to come in from their
practices. All these memories and
more, are images of Frank Marchese.

young men stood up and made a
presentation to Frank, describing
him as "a second father to men
and to a lot of you guys." Another
time he was introduced as a "great
and special friend" to generations
of Trinity athletes. He was all that.
No man is universally loved, and
Frank didn't always make it easy,
but universal respect he had and
his ability to offer advice while at
the same time lending a sympathetic ear, meant so much to many
of us.
So now he's gone, and he will be
missed. It is hard for me to imagine a Trinity sports scene without
Frank Marchese. To paraphrase
John Donne: the loss to the Trinity
College continent of that promontory which was Frank Marchese
diminishes all of us.
So now he's gone, but somehow
I can't completely believe that.
While driving back from Manchester the. weekend following
Frank's death, I couldn't help
seeing the same image over and
over again in my mind's eye: Frank
leaning on a counter behind a window, handing out wings and barking at Gabriel trying to sneak an
extra towel. You can't keep a good
man down.

He inspired fierce loyalty among
those who worked for him behind
the equipment window. I was at a
team banquet when one of those

Nick Noble was the sports editor
of the Tripod from September of
1977 until his graduation in May
of 1980.

Trinity athletes and Trinity athletics than Frank Marchese. He was
more than an equipment manager.
Although he took great pride in his
job, and was a founding member
of his profession's national association. The Trinity ice hockey
team's highest award bears his
name and springtimes saw him
sharing his knowledge with several seasons' worth of Trinity softball pitchers.

ORE SPORTS
Men's B-Ball Wins Tourney
continued from page 20 '
points, but the Cardinals withstood this initial charge and build
their lead to eight, 52-44, with
15:00 minutes remaining.
Wesleyan did not score again for
five minutes, and the Bantams ran
off 12 consecutive points. Abere
had six of his 20 second-half points
during the run and freshman Tom
Fitzgerald added four. However,
during the streak both Abere and
Mike Donovan went to the bench
with four fouls.

Jon Moorhouse poses with his family and his all-tournament plaque.
Moorhouse scored twenty-eight points in the championship game.

Wesleyan took advantage of the
Bants foul trouble and edged back
into the lead, 63-62, on two Greg
Porydzy foul shots with 4:33 left
in the game. Then the Cardinals
went cold, scoring only one basket
over the next 3:30 minutes.

Hockey OffTo Flying Start
continued from page 20
"You don't win with freshmen,"
said Dunham. "They're hot and
cold, You can't substitute the experience that a Vern Meyer, Corning, Blank, and Sload give you."
A balanced offense has prevented the opposition from keying
on one line; three of the Bants' top
four scorers on different lines.
Sload leads the team with nine
goals and five assists, Keator has
seven goals and five assists; Meyer
has just two goals but 11 assists;
and Loeber has added seven goals
and three assists.
"Our power play has been effective and we've gotten excellent
penalty killing as well. You've got
to play well in all facets of the
game to be successful," noted
Sload.
The power play has collected 17
goals in nine games, while the
Bants have allowed only two
power-play tallies. Andre LaCroixi
former NHL player and Whalers
announcer, has been credited with
helping the power play and forwards.

team's rink is not on campus. But
Trin's superb start this year has
earned it top rankings in the
ECAC Division III standings as
well as a lot of respect.

"He's a great coaching talent
who can teach young players in a
logical way," said Dunham of
LaCroix.
The Bants'., fine hockey teams
often live in anonymity because the

Fast-Skating Amherst
Derails Hockey In 3rd
continued from page 20 .
right of the, net.
Kenin Rouche scored his second
of the game off a rebound to trigger a four-goal barrage. Amherst
caught Trin flat-footed and buzzed
the net, notching goals by Steve
Falcone, J.J. Reydel, and Rick
Hartfiei.
Trin cut it to 5-2 at 13:36. Vern
Meyer made a drop pass from his
knees, to Chris Lorenz. Lorenz's
powerplay slap shot deflected off
Mike Solomita's shoulder into the
net. Dauch held Trin off the rest
of the way to boost Amherst's record to 5-2-1 overall.

"We're not a great offensive
club," said Dunham. "Amherst's
trademark is forechecking. We just
couldn't slow them up."
The loss to Amherst stopped a
four game Bant winning streak.
Following a 10-1 win over Western
New England, and a long lay-off,
Trin beat Suffolk 4-1, Iona 4-2, in
a game where Mayer had two
goals, and Framingham 9-0, as Dan
Ward and Rob Shriver scored two
each.
The Bants, who are 7-2 overall
and 7-1 in Division III, travel to
Stonehili tomorrow evening.

The Bantams put the game away
during this stretch, outscoring
Wesleyan 13-2. Freshman center
Jon Moorhouse finished off a fabulous game (28 points) by scoring
three times while the Bantams
were in their spread offense. And
Trin hit 11 of 12 foul shots in the
last minute to clinch to 82-75 victory.
Moorhouse's play was of particular note. The 6-9 freshman played
by far his best game of the season,
scoring repeatedly on short jumpers inside the Wesleyan zone. In
addition, Moorhouse pulled down a
team-high nine rebound.s.
"We are working on getting the
ball inside," noted Ogrodnik. "We
have inside ability but we havn't
been utalizing it,"
The Bantams return to the court
tonight, hosting Wesleyan once

again1.
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HOOP NOTES-Kroshman point
guard Terry Blaney may never accumulate eye-opening stats but his
contribution in the finals was significant nevertheless. Blaney ran
the Bantam offense effectively in
the second half after Donovan
picked up his fourth foul with 14:06
remaining.... Abere led the Bantams to victory in Friday's semifinal, scoring 30 points in Trin's
impressive 85-56 victory over
Eastern.... The two wins raised the
Bant's record to 5-3 and came on
the heels of back-to-back overtime
losses. On January 10th Trinity
had extended Yale to overtime before succumbing and last Wednesday Trinity blew a 13-point
halftime lead in losing to Kings
Point 75-72....

HOME
EVENTS.
Today:
Men's BasketballWOO
Wednesday:
Women's Basketball 7:00
Men's Squash 7:30
Thursday:
Hockey 7:35
Saturday:, ^ j j ^
Men's Swimming 12:00
Women's Swimming 2:00
Men's Basketball 8:00
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ORE SPORTS
Shield Says No To USFL; Waiting For NFL
On January 3rd, Joe Shield was watching the 6:00pm news
in his parents home in Brattleboro, Vermont. Shield knew it
was USFL draft day but he thought the draft was a two-day
process and didn't anticipate being selected until the later
rounds of the second day. However, in New York the 14th
2-ound was underway and the New Jersey Generals wanted
to add one more quarterback to their draft day haul that
already included Doug Flutie.
The Generals had invited Shield to the Meadowlands for a
look-see in December and wanted to use their next to last
pick to select Trinity's all-time leading passer. However, a
rumor had surfaced that Shield was more interested in pursuing a career in baseball, so Michaels called Shield to find
out if he were interested in taking a shot at pro football. The'
rumor was false and a few minutes after Shield reassured
Michaels that he was interested, the Generals chose Shield
in the 14th round.
On the surface Shield's selection in the 14th round of the
USFL draft seems to suggest a slim chance of being drafted
in the 13-round NFL draft in late April. But in this case
appearances are deceiving. The USFL is short on funds and
therefore their draft picks are very regional in nature. USFL
teams from the south and west simply can not afford to look
closely at Division III talent in the east. Only the Generals
and th'e Philadelphia (now College Park, future Baltimore)
Stars are in proximity to Hartford.
With this in mind, plus the knowledge that he was considered among the top 200 prospects by the NFL, Shield's
decision to turn down the Generals seems rather simple. The
Generals, however, made it as difficult as possible. On January 12th the Generals invited Shield to a three day mini-

camp in Orlando, January 16-18. The Generals said they had
just found out about his high NFL ranking and wanted to
take a closer look at Shield after which they would make
their offer.
By the next day Shield had decided to turn the Generals
offer down and look towards the NPL's talent camp January
26-28 in Tempe Arizona. At this camp Shield and the other
top 200 prospects, minus Doug Flutie, will be tested for
quickness, agility, and for quarterbacks, arm stregnth, release, attitude, etc....
"They see people right next to eacli other," says Shield of
Tempe. "It's a great situation because there are scouts who
question a Division III backround and maybe by going out
there I can answer a few of those questions."

Tuesday Afternoon
by Stephen K. Gellman
After Tempe there could be a few more throwing sessions
in the Field House for visiting scouts but mostly it will be a
lot of waiting. Shield plans on playing baseball again in '85
— he was Trinity's leading hitter a year ago — and this
should help alliviate any tension of waiting for April 30th to
roll a r o u n d .
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"The chances of getting hurt playing baseball are as good
as those getting hurt working out for football," says Shield
of the chances he could be taking on the diamond.

But perhaps more interesting than the draft and the camps
is Shield's attitude. Standing on the edge of a career many
people can only fantasize about is an awkward situation for
someone who only four years ago was being spurned by such
powerhouses as the University of New Hampshire. For if
Shield does make it he will be entering a world where two
poles seem to dominate. There are the people who come to
believe that they are as important as the focus paid to professional athletes indicates. The egomania that some athletes
suffer from is a direct result of this loss of perspective.
On the other hand there are the cynics who dismiss the
game they play and view football as a business and themselves as employees out to make as much money as they can
before their physical gifts erode. Listening to Shield one
finds a man who intends to stand between these two poles.
"I would feel that my biggest objective is to remember
that I'm playing-a game. The second it turns into a money
venture I would leave."
"It's a game I played when, J was a kid in Vermont and if
it wasn't that it wouldn't be worthwhile."
Shield seperates the game of football from the pro football
world he is trying to enter.
"It's just a business. It's not magical. These guys just •
happen to play a sport that people like watching."
So Shield will begin taking small steps into the world of
pro football, into a world between two poles. Some might
say that Shield is naive in hoping to remain true to the game
he started playing in Vermont, and maybe they are correct.
But anyone who has played football at its.lowest, simplest
level should also hope that Shield can pull it off.

Women's Squash
Kills UPenn 7-0
13-13. The tiebreaker went to 4-4
with Pierce winning the deciding
point.
Kvuii Pierce wab surprised at the
The women's squash team had
victory: "I've never even come
clean sweep victories over both
close to Karen Kelso. I couldn't
Dartmouth and UPenn this past
even believe it — all I wanted was
week. Trinity lost only three games
one game — that was my goal."
in each match, proving Trinity's
Playing number two for Trinity
power and depth. The victories inwas Kat Castle, who had a solid
dicate that the Bantams will finish
win at UPenn, beating Anita
no worse than fourth place at the
McMullcn 15-12,14-15,15-8,15-10.
Howe Cup in February.
The weekly challenge rounds
Neither Dartmouth or UPenn
produced a change in the tradiwas nearly so easy to beat last
tional line-up as Laura Higgs deyear. Penn managed to take three
"feated Kathy Klein to take the
matches in last year's contest, but
number three position. Higgs has
this year they have lost the na- really been on a roll lately and luck
tion's number one player Alicia
has certainly been on her side when
McConnell, who went pro this year
it comes- to hitting shots that nick.
before graduating. Dartmouth has
Against UPenn, Higgs got off to
been weak in recent years, and rua good start, staying in the point
mor has it that the Ivy Leaguer is
and waiting for errors.
eliminating its squash program.
"In the second and third games
The best match of the week was
I started going for more shots. The
freshman Bant Ellie Pierce's onecourts were cold like ours, so they
point victory over Penn's Karen
were easy to get used to," said triKelso. Kelso finished number- two
captain Higgs after the match.
in collegiate play last year after
None of the matches from four
she defeated Trinity's Nina Pojrdown against UPenn were even
ter, so Pierce's victory is a sign of
slightly challenging for the Bangood things to come — a number
tams. Erika Lacerda, Natalie Perone ranking could be a possibility
kins, and Claire Slaughter all had
for this young hot shot.
to, play beginners. Penn may have
some strength at the top, but it has
Pierce trailed in the fifth game
no depth. Trinity has been lucky
6-0 and 13-9 before rallying to
enough to have both.
force the game into a tiebreaker at
by Julia Mclaughlin
Sporlx E/litnr

Chefs Chicks Victorious
continued from page 20
Holyoke's main winner and Trinity's toughest opponent. She won
every event in which she competed.
With the meet safely won McPhee entered his best relay team
as exhibition in the final event.
Holyoke came away with their
fourth and last first place finish of
the day. This was the only first

place finish that the other Holyoke
swimmers won without Van Nevel.
Trinity had a very good day while
Holyoke seemed unable to mount
any sort of a rally. With so much
talent it would be expected that
Holyoke would have been a
tougher opponent.
Next week the women will face
Weseylan away and Holy Cross at
home. Trinity should be able to win
both events.

Thanks toyou It works for all of us

United
of the Capital Area

Joe Shield was drafted in the fourteenth round of the recent USFL draft. Shield has elected to wait until
April 30 and the NFL draft.
photo by John Shiftman
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PORTS
Men's Basketball Takes Liberty Tourney
Abere, Moorhouse Lead
Bantams Past Wesleyan
by Stephen K. Gellman
Sports Editor
Any future success the men's
basketball team has this season will
flow from last weekend's Liberty
Bank Classic. Playing their best
basketball of the season, the Bantams defeated Eastern Connecticut and Wesleyan to win the
Classic for the third straight year.
"It's a great push for us for the
second half of the season," said
tournament MVP Ken Abere-after
the Bantams had rallied to defeat
Wesleyan in the final. "The second
half showed the character of this
team."
. Trinity coach Stan Ogrodnik
' added, "traditionally this [winning
the Liberty Bank Classic] has given
us 'a springboard to a period of

good play."
The championship game highlighted some of the problems that
have hurt the Bantams at times
this season, but also showed Trinity's potential for the remainder of
the season.
On the downside, the Bantams
failed to score in the final 4:30 of
the first half, and Wesleyan took
advantage of the Trinity cold spell'
to the tune of 11-0 and a 41-31
half time lead.
Abere, who was held to four
points in the first half, sat on the
bench during this streak with three
fouls, and the rest of the Bantams
could, not hit on a number of open
shots.
The Bantams came out flying in
the second half, scoring five quick
continued on page 18

Women's Swimming
Upsets Mt. Holyoke
by Tom Swiers
Senior Sports Staff
The women's swim team defeated . Mt. Holyoke 87-53/last
Thursday. Mt. Holyoke had been
favored because its swimmers:had
/better times.
In addition, Trinity's women
were tired from the tough practices at the end of Christmas
break. Coach Chet McPhee was seriously worried that Trinity would
be routed by the Holyoke women,
but Thursday was Trinity's day.
The first surprise of the day
came early when the team of.Ginny
Finn, Laura Couch, Lulu Cass, and
Barbie Brennan won the 200 medley relay against the hitherto undefeated Mt. Holyoke medley relay
team.
Susan Deer and Chris Sanden
won easily in the second event, the
1000 freestyle. Brennan lined up
against Holyoke's Buenaventura in
the next event, the 200 freestyle.
Brennan took first in a close race.

It was a nice win'as Brennan lost
twice last year to Buenaventura.
Brennan would go on to beat
Buenaventura two more times on
Thursday.
Finn had not had much time for
practice prior to this meet, but in
every event she competed, she was
first. After Finn's first place finish
in the 100 backstroke Mt. Holyoke
seemed to fall apart. The Trinity
women took first in,eight of the
twelve remaining events.
Mel Foy had excellent day in div-,
ing totaling 179.1 points, Her best
dive scored a seven, seven, and
eight — one of her best scores so
far this season.
After the diving Deer and Horstman went one-two in the 100
freestyle. Trinity now held the
comfortable lead of 55-24. Five
events later Foy and Cutler went
one-two in the second diving event.
Holyoke's K. Van Nevel took her
third first of the day in the 200
individual medley. Van Nevel was
continued, on page 19

Ken Abere goes up for two of his twenty-four points during Saturday nights victory over Wesleyan.

Strong Defense Keys Quick Start By Trin Hockey
by Marc Esterman
Senior Sports Staff
The rest of the ECAC Division
III would like to throw water on
Trinity's varsity skaters because
they've been on fire for most of
the season. Since returning from
Christmas break, the Bantam
hockey team has won three of four
games, including its first three
games after vacation, upping its
record to 7-2 overall and 7-1 in.the
league.
Santa Glaus was very good to
the Bants this year and head coach
John Dunham is grateful. Forget
about the ties and boxes, of chocolate, a winning streak is just what
Dunham was hoping for and his
wishes have been answered.
"I expected to be maybe 5-4 at
this point," said Dunham, whose
team is anchored by a strong defense. "The play of the defense...has been just outstanding.
They're quite simply the best
group of six defensemen we've
ever had here."
High praise indeed from the veteran Bant, coach, .but certainly
warranted. The group of Barney
Corning, Chris Lorenz, Bill Blank,
ami Andy Filler, Mike Doyle, and

Mike Solomita have played extremely well as a unit, and whatever mistakes they have made have
usually been negated by Art Fitzgerald's fine goaltending.
"Fitzgerald's a big-game goalie
who makes the tough save when
we need it," said Dunham of his
number one goalie.
Fitzgerald has the statistics to
back up Dunham's words. He's 52 with a 2.42 goals-against average and a save percentage of
around ,940. On the season, the
Bants have allowed only 19 goals,
or 2.1 per game.
The Bants have abandoned their
usual style of recent years, an aggressive forechecking and freewheeling offense, for a more conservative approach, one thaf^ concentrates on backchecking and
defense, the team's strongest assets.
"There's no question that our
defense is the heart of our team
and the key to our success," said
senior center Mike Sload. "That,
' and the fact, that we can come at
teams with three balanced lines."
Dunham has elected to play it
close to the vest, relying on the
goaltending and defense while.letting the offense take care of itself.
The strategy has met with winning

results: before the 5-2 loss to Amherst on Saturday, the Bants had
allowed only eight goals in seven
league contests while the balanced
offense had averaged six goals per
game.
•
The Bantams' solid defense has
forced teams to send in more foreclieckers and that has left the
opposition vulnerable to counterattacks. As a result, the Bants
have errupted for several blowout

wins including 11-1, 10-1, and 9-0
clouts of Nichols, Western New
England, and Framingham respectively. Still, Dunham feels there's
plenty of room for improvement.
"We'd, like to forecheck better
than we have and finish off our
checks and rushes a little better.
Our forwards have their limitations though. We don't want to overextend ourselves forechecking.

We want to let our defese work for
us."
The Bants have received impor^
tant contributions from four freshmen forwards — Rob Shriver, Matt
Keator, Rob Loeber, and Kevin
Robinson — but the team's success
is more a result of the leadership
and steady play of the upperclassmen.
continued on page 18

Amherst Skates by Hockey
by Marc Esterman
Senior Sports Staff
There was more than one Big
Game last weekend that featured
two teams with contrasting syles.
— a big-play, quick strike offense
versus a team that stresses defense and opportunism on offense.
The Big Game around Trinity last
weekend matched the free-wheeling Amherst Lord Jeffs against
Trin's .stingy hockey team in a midseason rematch of Division 111 rivals.
Chalk this one up to the offense;

Amherst's gunners and swift skaters capitalized on a couple of Trin
miscues in the third period and
blew open a tie game with four
quick goals in a 5-2 win on Saturday.
"They forechecked us well," said
Bant head coach John Dunham.
"The game was decided on three
or four breaks. We made a couple
of mistakes defensively and their
tremendous speed burned us."
Trin goalie Art Fitzgerald kept
the home team in it curly as he
made several spectacular saves.
Trin played more aggressively in
the second and controlled the flow

of the game as the Bants checked
better and pressured the Lord
Jeffs with hard-hitting.
Nevertheless, Amherst, led by
goalie Rob Dauch, stayed close as
the game was tied after two periods. Finally, in the third, Amherst outskated the Bants and
blitzed them with four goals.
The Bants tied the game at 1-1
at 15:04 of the second. Barney
Corning' created the goal as he
stole the puck at the red line,
skated past two defenders, and fed
Matt Keator, who scored at the
continued on page 18

